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4 FOREWORD .

If the future of the nation in largq measure depend> on educationas most peoPle agreeand if the most important,
ingredient in education is the teacheras few, denythen what happens in teacher education should he of niajorconcern to all Americans. his report'by G.fi Thomas Fox. Jr , examines teacher education in our nation today . andchallenges education Oro essionals to take il fresh and aggressive approach to reforin in teacher education

For a variety of reasons the United States is not attracting its' tiner and brightest into the teaching prolesSion
Moreover, our education system fails to keep enough good teaciiers in t rofession This is not to suggest,that we (10r not have many fine, bright, dedicated teachers. )3ut the overall picture is disappointing; Inadequate pay 10C tew:lutrs isobviously parta key partof the problem. f3ut the trouble runs deeper than that.

The impression held hy many academicians thal teacher education courses at-6 7mickey-mousea phra-se I -tu:ar
.over and oversuggests problems with both the substance and image of teacher preparation programs. Theseproblems demand our attention.

, 'tThis document raises serious questions about current practices in the preparation of the nation's teacher>. I hope thatthese questions will stimulate a searching examination of' where the nation must go, and what it must.do . in the crucialfield of teacher preparation.

v
t'

tX

Paul Simon

Chairman

Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
Committee on Education and Labor '
U.S. House of' Representatives



PREFACE

,

--Passion, is not altogether a bad emotion to maintain ten ss riting about educational matters. but too much canobscure the Lhought intended In writing this report. passion twice came into play, It was encouniered in the authoi'sown serious comnimpent to the influential' role of teachers in education It ss as encountered again in the strongcommitments expressed by participants in a series of-conferences upon ss hall this report is based This w mei had tograpple with how to communicate the impassioned concerm;, inherent conflicts, and unexpected agreements amongconference participants balanced by 'the rational and carefully considered recommendations tliey made for pnblicdialogue on the topic of teacher education reform The report goes beyond a simple ,chromcling of confei enceproceedtngs and provid6 illustratiT of what participants would like to see happen.
The first part of this report IN derived priniarily from the contei ences It focuses quite quickly on the recommenda-tions that emerged from the meetings. that continued debates on the preparation and cOntinuing education of teacherstake place among various constituents of education Furthermore.

the iecommendations call tor the debate to deal with20 separate challenges to the reform of teacher education and staff development. The,20 challengesthoughtt ul andrational products of, these conferencest;re spelled out. Immediately following are some revelations of what wasbehind the heart of thecOnferees' concerns about how teachers are taught *In this manner, both thet,hout2htful and thePassionate tones of,these conferences have been established early in the report
The second part of the report. an analysis of practices and proposals that use the 20 challenges. as a commonframework, moves beyond reporting Using the 20 challenges as a framework: pi t two starts out by -reviewing thecomments and analyses expressed by cbnierees about some current teacher educi ion practices Although certamjudgments my hppear harsh; they were expressed that way during the conferences The analyses that appear in thelatter part of part two, however, ,are based primarily on the views of this waiter. Conference participants referredbriefly to the documerps and program experiences analyted here. but.the analyses must be considered to be principallyone person'sthis writer'spoint of view. They are illustrations .of how the 20 challenges can be used for conductings)future analysiis and developing new designs for teacher preparation 'and development.

ae.Part three relies principally upon the writer's vJewsi but it was developed in direct response to requests fromconference participants. Conference participants wanted a report that could serve as a guideline for future discussionabout reforms in educating teachers In slur. it was to be a source for future conferences. Additionally, conferenceparucip..ants had raisedulany questions during the conferences about how to respond to the 20 challeng5s. This writer. took 'the questions and plirced them under eaeh of tthe 20 challenges where they,can serve as guideposts for futurediscussions of how to educate educators Some ideas and guidelines tor (more conferences are set down, based uponthe advice of conference participants
Strange as it may seem, the description of the conferences. Nund in the appendix, caused the'greatest concern.'The

question was not whether the description was accurate, but whether it was necessary. Active decisionmakers, someparticipants ?mphasized, could care less about someone else's conferences Other participants argued that therecommendation for more conferences to be based on the 20 challenges require& a description pi the origin of thechallenges as well as suggestions on what to expect from the experience of-meetings of this kind. The accommodationreached between these two points of view was to include the description of the conferences, but to label it ah appendix.,

I
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By including thc conference description as an appendix. it makes it possible for interested readers to find Out how the

20 challenges were constructed. The description tries to capture some of the meeting dynamics as well as the tone of

the dialogue which eventually centered on the 20 challenges It ends vith lessons learned and recommendations tor

future action.
.

When it came to deciding how the references used in this report would be cited, a compromise betven passion and

careful consideration was notably necessary Some participants wanted footnotes and references stated in a scholarly

format in order to demonstrate the serious and deliberate nature of the work Others wanted no such academic harrier to

report readers. they wanted the concern, debate. ideas, and questions presented more immediately Since the

readership was to be diverse, a compromise was struck in which references were remosed from the text (except for

direct references. and then only by name), organized by topic. and plaLed at the end of the work References cited were

the ,primary sources used by this wriier
Finally, this writer acknowledges along with the other participants the conferences, that m the best of worlds vv.:

could have hoped for more to have been done. No formal agree'ments. for example. have yet been reached by

participating orgamiations for ccintinued conferences on the national les el Organizations not represented in the initial

conferences have not yet Iven formally contacted, although the EduLational Forum, an informal network 'of numerous

national education groups. has been apprised of this report and Its recommendations More important, we cannot be

sure if this report. indeed, will stimulate,discussion and conLern by the rank and file members of the organizations to

the degree we think necessary
If similar conferences are held, teacher education and staff development w ill be servedwell byyonq w hat could has e

been reasonably expected when tile conferences sOere planned in 1981 When the passion tor improving the edueation

of teachers is shared by m9re educators and more citizens, -and when necessary conflicts and careful deliberations

result, then the purpose for this report will have been exceeded That purpose Is to encouarge real reforms in how

teachers are educated, reforms that sk ill benefit the teachers and students of tomorrow

cli

Toini Fox
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SECTION 1

Twenty Challenges to Teacher Education
and Staff Deveiopment

Introduction

On December 18, 1981. executives from
nine national education organ ions met in
Washingsgn. D.C. to consider the need for

klialogu*D,ong their respective groups on
teacher education and s.taff development. On
the same day. more than 2 million teachers"
were at work in their classrooms teaching and.
grading papers of, 45 million children; 50.000
professors were reading. *firing. or teaching in
their respective schools of education: more than
60,000 school adminrstrators were returning
calls, designing prOgrams, or meeting with the
public; 50 state superintendents were poring - .

over staff budgets. state and federal iegulations.
or talkin,g with legislative representatives, many
thousanqs of citizens were reviewing school
dtstrict and state educational reports and
budgets. and preparing foftpcoming board
meetings; and,millions of parents were looking
forward to hearing what their Children had done
in school that day.

How did these nine executives who met in
the nation's capital hope to link teacher
education and staff development wish the
everyday-work circumstances of the people they
represented? How was-this meeting to tie into

the daily activity of educating our nation's
children') What these officials met to discuss
teachereducation and staff development
affect the status, Work conditions. and the
educational experiences of all educators. Just
how teachers arc educate ouches on everyone
in educatioristudents nd the public alike.
Good, bad, or indiffe nt. the kind 4,1 education
experienced bdhers is critical to the issties
facing American eduation in the decades ahead.
Whether teacher. parent, board member, state
school officer, school administrator, or school
of edueation professor:.the form. substance,
and quality of teacher educationAffects what we
can do to continue to build quality into the
education that studentc experiena in our
nation's schools. _

The nine orgathzations involved in this
meeting included teacher organizations
(American Federation of Teachers and National
Education Association). teacher tducators
(American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education and Assdciation of Teacher
Educators), school board members (National
Association of State Boards,of Education and
National School Boards Association), school

a
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(Ind state 'administrators (American AssociatioU
of School Admin6trator( andfouncil of Chief
State School Officers) and educational

,

research'ers (American Educational Research
AssoCiation) The executives of these nine
otganizations were meeting to de`cide whether
to particip'ate in a project called the Agendjg for
Teacher Education Project. They were there to
listen to the purpose of the proposed Agendas
Project, tO offer suggestions for the conduct of
this project. and to identify an organizational
representative to participate if they decided that
was in the interests of their respective

prganizations.
The Agendas for-Teacher Education

Project became a series of conferentes among
these organizations on the issues of tei,icher

Neucation and staff development and the
PAibilities for their reform In this context.
teacher education refers to the preparation
teachers and other educatOrs recei èd tvfore
certification, staff develoPment refers to the
range of services planned to enrich the
professional understanding and Uorl, of all
educators, especially teachers. The stimulus for
the Agendas Project was the demise of the
federal Teacher Corps program that ran from
1965 to June 1982: Aimed at reforming certain
practices m teacher education and staff
development, the Teacher Corps program was
intended specifically.to improve initial
preparation and staff developmenropportunities
for teachers of students from low-income
communities. Admintstrators (if the Teacher
Corps program did not want to see the efforts of

tileir 17 years forgotten; it they who funded

the Agendas Project.
. The focus of the proposed set of

conferences was expected to be on a recently
completed, three-year evaluation of the Teacher
Corps program. The stated purpose of the
conferences was "to engage specific
professional organizations in analy-zing,the
results of the Teacher. Corps Evaluation Study
and in integrating the results with their own
policies horn' their own-frames of reference."

Eight of the nine organizations decidecl to
become involved. (The American Association
of School AdminiStrators chose not to
participate.) Their respective representatives
participated in three subsequent two-day
conferences held in February, April, and May
1982. Although the conferences began .with the

r

Teacher Corps evaluation study. the
) participants widened the range of discussion to
-ipclude tgeneral condition of teacber'
education and staff des elopment ,in the U S

today; as well as the needand opportunities tor
their reform.

This report was intended initially to
document the meetings. hut participants from
the eight organizatioh, requested a publication
with a broader scope Ns they realized the value
in comparing.and.iontrasting their views pn the

important Lharacteristics of teacher education

and staff development, they wanted this report
to support more dialogue within and among
their respostive organization, Th appendix Of
this report relates the substance
December planning mi;,,Tting a three

subsequent conference,. whik ody

desc.ribes the results of the conferences and how

to carry on the dialogue this group began
Tfm, this report has been prepared as a

source for discussion ,Its purpose is to stimulate
debate and serious consideration of teacher
education and staff dev elopme'nt hy many more
people with a stake,in these practices and in
their influences on the education of students, If
this report is successfulthe eight participants
in the conference 'kept repeatingmuch more
open and public debate will be beard on teacher
education and staff developni'ent Only through
continued public debate within and among the
respective organizations in local as well as state

and national settings can cynical analyses bp
expected and creative actions be taken to

respond to the serious challenges facing teacher
education apd staff development.

Twenty challenges to the reform of teacher
education and staff development were identified
by the conference parti'cipant.,. The basic
contribution of these conferences is in the
specificity and in the range of these 20
challenges. When considered togetheK the 20
challenges can form a substantial framework for
discussion, for analysis,"andfor the design of
'specific reforms in ttfe practices of te'acher
education and staff development.

The Twenty Challenges

Twenty challenges to teacher education
and staff development were formed by



representatives from eight different national
educational organizations in three meetings. By
the end of the third meeting, and after extensive

,debate, the group had isolated 20 provontive-
summonses for gtion, or challenges, requiring
the attention of individpals and organizations
seeking reforms in teacher education and staff
development. These challenges are as follows.

1 To focus teacher education and staff
development on the ,chool as the
workplace:
To ensure the academic, professional,

social, and tecHnologlcal literacy of
all educators,

3. To reCognize and respond td
transitions in the develtwment of
educators;

4 TO continue the educatiln of the entire
profession; $

5 To maintain democrat4-values ii
education;

6. To ensure.equal access and

educational opportunity for childreil,,
for educators,, and for schools:

7. To make explicit the goals and '
missions of education;

8 "To identify who ought to teach,
9 To identify who ought to teach

teachers;

10. To respect the academic freedom of
educators:

11. To involve the community in the
educatiorr of educators,

12. To ensure that the institutions
comprising our educational system
col laborate;

13 To design a governance procedure for
teacher education and staff,
development that is consistent and
practical:

.14. To make time for teacher education
and staff development; /

15. .To use research in teacher education
and staff 'development:

16. To disseminate experience
knowledge. and understanding of
educational practices-and their
consequences;

17. To inform the public about the role of
teacher education and staff
d,evelopment in the education of their
children;

3

18. To apply credible standards to teacher
education and staff development;

19 To accredit and approye teacher
edubation and staff development
programs in a manner consistent w ith
the other challenges,

20. To fund teacher eslucation and staff
slevelopment appropriately

The significance of these 20 challenges is
in their number, their specificity, their
inclusiveness, their usefulness in analyzing
alternatives to teacher education and staff
development, and their potential for stimulating
creative new approaches. Considering the
discussions of these meetings, participants
suggest that not one. two. or five, but all 20,
challenges need to be considered in future
dialogue and plans for action As discussion
progressed. participants found that their initial
attention to only.; a few challenges limited their
view of possible reforms The following defines
och of the 20 challenges

Challenge I. To focutteacher education
and staff development on the school as the
workplace. The preparation and continuing
education of teachers and all educators should
recognize. respect, and address the practical
nature of teaching and the places where sush
work occurs. The challenge is not only to
understand the characteristics of the workplace.
but also to respond creatively in constructing
environments that support the work of teachers
The fact is that the school setting has critical
consequences for the work of teaching, and that
this setting includes more than the single
classroom. Thus, one necessary feature of this -
challenge is to address the entire school as a
unit of education.) concern as well as the
individual teacher. Certain organizational
characteristics of the schools may need to be
'changed if they contribute to poor working
conditions of teachers and students-. A-
significant aspect of this'ehallenge will be to
establish closer ties between the work of school
professionals and teachereducators and
researchers in colleges and universities.
Ultimately; this challenge may require dramatic
restructurings of institutions that prepare
teachers as well as those institutions where
teachers work..

>



Challenge 2. To ensure the academic,
professional, social, and technological literacy
of all educators. The emphasis of this challenge,
is on identifying what is important in the
education of tkoje who are responsible for the
education of our young. The challenge is partly
one of prioritizing what is important in the
educational experience of educators, and partly
one of finding basic and essential features in an,
educator's education from which the students
can expect to benefit One essential feature is
how to apply cntical thought to problematic.
Niman situations, the kind of situations-that are
met daily in oar schools and clgsrociens. In
traditional terms, the challenge ts to identify a

curriculum for teachers, including.for
elample. the humanities, arts, physical and life
sciepces, human development, and social
sciences such as anthropology, economics.
history, and sociology. A concurrent challenge
is how to Measure knowledge arid'
understanding of these basics aut first v.e must
find agreement on what is crucial and
fundamental to know. eyen what is meant by
."to know." is it personal understanding, for
example. or is it engendering similar
knowledge in others? A significant feature of
this c'hallenge is how tooddress literacy in
terms of whole faculties. rather than in terms of

, a single teacher. Since it is a network of
teachers who provide a student's accumulated
educational experiences, it should be this
network that is the focus of attention and
concern (with the obvious implication that a
range of educational experiences and special
areas of understanding may be preferable to a

. single set of experiences met many times by a
student).

Challenge 3. To recognize and respond
to transitions in the development of educators.
A tremendous gap separates the experience,
training, and education necessary to be a
teacher and the actual practice of teaching.
Educators need support and attention during
times of change in their professional lives:
passage from student to teacher, the time
leading ui5 to certification, the time" between
being an experienced teacher and a master
teacher, or the tiansition fromteaching children
to teaching teachers or ihvestigating teaching
practices. To meet this challenge, three types of
actions may be necessary; to understand and

appreciate the significant times in au educator's
life when serious, professional changes in
circumstance occur, to create a more realistic
breakdown of' professional specialties and
jesponsibilities of educatorsespecially of
teachersand show support through
professional,recognition, salary schedules. and
benefits: ond. lastly, to design effective
educational progi-ams for educators undergoing
transitions

Challenge 4. To continue the education
of the entire profession. The educatneof
children and youih depowds in Jorge part on the
education experienced by the adults wIth whom
they work. The education of educators is not
.rnerely a van-ling period before the real work is
done: It is a way of working thareither is
supported by their work conditions or it is not
Curiosity, questioning, considering others'-
views, constructing anti reVising One's frame of
reference are necessary'in an educator's work
Every educator sholild have opportunities to
experience thejoys in working with' their
curiosity and imagination along with the
frustration of repeateddemonstrations of their
ignorance. We haven't even spoten. yet. of the
need to keep up with new-understandings about
children, youth, and the educational process or
with advancements in the content of subjects
taught. A si&nficanipan of this challenge is to
ensure that education periodically experienced
by adult educators can become Integrated into
the experiences of the students they serve. To
Support this integration will take imvination,
continued effort, and, perhaps...more
knowledge about how the education of
educators influences the education of students
than we now have. lt 'would also help to better
understand how the periodic regeneration of
educators occurs is well as its consequences for

ye students' education.

Challenge 5. .To maintain democratic
values in education. Democratic values include
respect fOr all persons, their autonomy, and
their right to a full life; a sense of responsibility
to one's community; and a determined respect
for minority viewpoints expressed on public
issues as well as for majority views. In our
society, it is the educcator, not the police officer,
the doctor. or the politician who communicares
fundamental values most directly and



powerfully to students Furthermore, such
democratic Values are either enhanced or they
are negated through the educational experiences
of our children and youth, there is no suCh thirty.
as a neutral school expenence,an democratic
values, If edatators are to commvnicate
democratic values in no uncertain terms. first
they must understand the value's tl4mselves.
and second they must understand how their
actions and attitudes relate to these values

Challenge 6. To ensure equal access and
educational opportunity for children, for
educators, and for'schools. This challenge
refers to access to educational resources.
experiences, and persons that. when corbbined:
enrich the lives of all children in the United
States The go l of equal access is to allow all

,people the opp nunity to compete successfully
for work and ttalh persona( satisfaction as
adults. If s me students have 'Are access to
educational resources than others. then society
will suffer as well as the individual. Teacher
educatton and staff development programs can
stress how educational resources can be
realistically provaded to all students in the same
classroom. prograit. or in similar school
settings Another level of this challenge is to
grant teachers equal access to the resources and
experiences of fellow educators. Children will
experience equal access to educational
resources to the extent that their teachers
experience equal accss. Thus, this challenge
refers tattle distribution of educational
opportunities for-professional educators as well
as for students A.third pan of this challenge is
community access to educational resources.
Regardless of th location of a school, it should-
receive an equaldistribution of educational
resources and opportunities Staff development
and teacher education can serve effectively to
distribute educational resources and

. opportunities morelavenly among schools.
among teachers, and among children.

Challenge 7. To make explicit the goals
and missions of education. The more that
educators know precisely their goals for the

'children in their charge, that is. The goals are
clearly determined, realistic, and supported t)y
definite inaitutional mission, the more can
teacher-education and staff development be
effectively focused. But setting scrupulously

exact educational goals is perhaps more than we
Can enect What we can expect is to be
explici to have our educational goals and
missions publicry stated, and commonly
understood To do this, however, would require
the effort of all interested parties in our society
and would probably require ongoing public
dialogue on the goals of education and the
missions of Our educational institutions
Making explicit educational gaals and missions
may require,new definitions for and different
arrangements of the responsibilities of our
educational institutions and the educators
within them The research mission of schools of.
education. for example. may need to be shared
with schools and school personnel In meeting
this challenge. a uniersal or final acceptance of
publicl,y understood goals should not be
expected instead, the clarity that grows from
dialogue should advance the state of,education
by ',pointing out the precision w ith which some
goals may be stated. but also the necessigily
public nature of all goals and missions in
education

Challenge 8. To identify who ought to
teach. There are three parts to this challenge.
The first is to identify reliable characteristics of

'good teaching: that is, teaching performance
that can be expected ta be effectively related to
the quality of education experienced by
students. The range of personal characteristics.
beliefs, experiences, and attitudes that may lead
to such teaching performance may be far
broader dian many educators believe. A second
part of this challenge is to attract as wide a.
representation of candidates for teaching as is
possible. given the spectrum of cultural, racial.
and prior national backgrounds of populations.
in the U.S. The third part of this challenge is
very difficult, to enforce adhei-ence to standards
deemed appropriate for effective teaching. This
includes a process for removing those who do
not meet such standards. To do this fairly would
require accurate, reliable, and valid
performance'charactenstics and a justifiable
judgment process. All three parts must be dealt
with if this challenge is to be effectively met.
Teacher licensure is a response to this
challenge. Included in this response is the
question of the role of the school of edueation in'
determining who ought to teach. Should this
decision be based at-the beginning or at the end

,
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of the program or should it not be made at all by
schools of education? One response to this
challenge is to identify v-alid and reliable
teaching performahce characteristics through a
vanety of methods, deluding deliberation with
experienced teachers. Convidering the
complekuies of teaching ,. what we now know

and canzreliaby observe is primitive, yet still
helpful in many cases. Although developing
responses based upon valid and reliable
characteristics may take time, there are
procedures now being used that may prove
effective for teacher !wens g at thelocal, state.
or even national level,

Challenge 9. To identify who Ought to
'teach teachers. The response to this challenge
depends upon the response to the.,challenge of
identifying who ought to teach. If the education
of teachers is important to their effectiveness
with students, then the response to this
challenge is important. You don't have-to
believe that teachers only teach as they have
been taught to understand that the quality pf
teaching performed by teacher educators is not
exempt from the same concems as the quality of
instruction coming from our primary and
secondary school teachers. What teacher
educators teach, how they teach, and how they
cultivate a respect forlearrung and a passion for
teaching can be critical to the professional lives
of their students=who are our future teachers.
Developing valid and reliable criteria for
selecting teacher educators is a part of this
challenge, as it was for the previous one.
Creating the means to retain the more qualified
in teacher education, to enforce adherenceio
standards deemed appropriate, and to femove
those who do not meet such standards, is allo
part of this challenge. If work on ,developing
teaching performance critelia for teachers is
crude compared to the complexities ofrteaching,
work owleveloping similar criteria fofr teacher
educaton has barely begun. Characteristics
may.not be the same becaupe the students are
not similar in age or experience.

' Challenge 10. To respect the academic
freedom of educators. Academie freedomthe
right of teacher or student to be free from
extemal or institutional coercion, censorship, or
other firms of restrictive interference in
academic mattershas a tradition in our

society. One need onl), consider the past to
rZalize thatsa&dernic freedom is required for
intellectual inquiry and needs constant attention
for protection. Although the right of a teacher
or student to be free from extemal or
institutional coercion is an ideal never fully' ,
realized in any society or institution, restrictive
Interference need not be tolerated Included in
this challenge is the responsibility of educators
tO guard against the restrictions they
(unwittingly) place on themselves EdUcational
institutions can be judged on how the academic
freedom of their employees is resPected and
maintained. Pan of,this challenge is to,
distribute academic freedom more Widely
within the educational profession, in particular
to educators who work in schools A
concomitant consequence of protecting
academic freedom in schools would be to
increase the reS'Ponsibilities forand the
benefits ofintellectual inquiry by school
teachers. In education, howeer, 'the challenge
is further complicated by the dilemma that
academic freedom leads to faculty individuality
and autonomy which in turn works against
educational reform. Can educators find ways to
respect academic freedom that can lead to '

institutional cooperation and programmatic
improvement as well? A successful response to
this,.challenge would provide a positive answer
that is just as true for educators in schools as it
is for educators in schools of education.

Challenge 11. To involve the,community
in the education of educators. Although the
citizenry is involved by law in school
decisionmaking, citizen involvement in the
education Of teachers and other educators is not
yet as meaningful or accepted To address this
challenge, we must recognize the significant
contributions that the community can and does
make to the education of educators. One
dsential feature of this challenge is to involve
the community in educating educators who are
not familar with one or more cultures being
served by the community's School, Another

`part of this challenge is to develop practical and
effective ways in which staff development and
teacher education can build an understanding of
(a) the specific communities served by
educators, and (b) the symbiotic relationships
between these communities and the educational
processes, institutions, and experiences of

. I
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students. The responsibility includes teaching
educators how to work with the community in
the forlial education of their children and
youth. A final part of this challenge is to keep
the community informed about the current state
of knowledge (and ignorance) being
incorporated into the education of educators
How the community is meaningfully involved
in teacher education and staf_f development
efforts will depend on how the); are kept
informed of the contributions being made
through educational inquiry and reflective
experience.

Challenge 12. To ensure that the
institutions which comprise our educational
system collaborate. Intrainstitutional
cooperoion must exist between schools and
schools of_educatiOn if educators are to'be
trained effectively. The term -collaboration-
implies that fundamental differences exist in
missions. roles, and responsibilities of the
various educational institutions The
assumption behind this challenge is that much
could be accomplished if these separate entities
wouid pool. their respective ruswArces Of

it'is nearly inevitable in teacher
education and staff developmeiu that schools,
and schools of education are both involved. The
challenge irto.ensure that the collaborationis
smooth, natura . and demonstrably beneficial to
educators an udents and that it is institutional
rather than personal. In particular. school staff
development has liad foo many individual
entrepreneurs from schools of education and too
few holistic comMitments from schools of
education oLinstitutions of higher education.
it\tother part of this challenge is to prepdre all
educators to cooperate with educators from
differing institutional and profssional contexts,
to teach them, in short, how tO collaborate.
Responses to this challenge may require that the
operating procedures of educatiorial institutions
(particularly schools of educatio,n)Iie revised.
'their missions be reconstructed, anitiliew

4 professional roles be created to make\
collaboration for teacher educationNand staff

. development more efficient and moi`e dfectilie.
One reason for this need is that the criteria for
tenure and promotion of school of education
faculty do not readily, lend themselves t§
collaboration.

Challenge 13. To design a governance
procedure for teacher education and staff
development that is consistent and practical.
Every group represented in the discussions
which led to this report is responsible in some
way for teacher education and staff ,

development. This challenge address s the need
for governance procedures that are cons ent
with the other challenges and that reflect the
legitimate claims of interested parties to have a
voice in making decisions about teacher
education and staff development At present.
schools of education exercise relative autonomy
over their teacher education programs and
school districts oveT their staff development
programs Meanwhile. vate legislatures pass
laws that influence both. Is this complex
response the best we can do') Perhaps joint
governance could be better. as it would provide
consistenc-y. regularity, and stabilit) Clearly.
this is a complicated challenge requiring
creative ideas as well as tough-negonations and
compromise among the various interested
parties.

Challenge 14. To make time for teacher
education and staff development. This
challenge contains nothing complex It simply
says that educators must be allowed time to
engage in educational opportunities
Participation in educational programs related to
the educator's work must be encouraged and
supported as part of the job of teaching. Time
for professional development must be made
available for teachers and mat be implicit in
the job descriptions of all educators. While this
is accepted for many school of education
professors engaged in research, it is not as
common for educators Avorking in elementary
and secondary education. Thus, this challenge
seeks 'distribution of educational opportunity to
all eduCators, especially those who work daily
with students and from whose personal
enrichment students may gain the most. Part of
this challenge is to pick the most effectiye times
for participation. In some circumstances, the
tinting i criticalfor example, an internship
that student teaChers complete before
certification. Time is also of the essence
immediately following a staff development
program, when educators ne0 time to plan.
reVise, and adapt their new understandings to
their everyday practice. In summary, the



seriousness of this challenge is found in the
time required for understanding to be gained
and then to be effectively Placed into the
professional routines of educators.

Challenge 15. To uswsearch in teacher
education and staff development. Research is
procvs and attitude as well as th occa ional
revdue of more clear understandin the
learning prpcesses and their relationships to
specific educational practices. In education,
"research" can'include individual inquiries,
large-scale field studies. syntheses of hundreds
of studiel on single themes, program
evaluations, self-analyses and reflective studies
on educational practices, philosophical
inquiries and resillts applied from fields outside
of education (such as linguistics, computer
technology, economice, sociology,
anthropology, history, and more). Although the
sources for improving educational knowledge
4nd understanding can be overwhelming in their
variety, they nso open up opportunities

The challenge to use research includes
three separate parts. The first part is to have
teacher education and staff development
programs convey.research tp teachers and to
help them translate the retults, transmit .

processes, and convey attitudes of research into
classroom actions. A second part of the
challenge is to apply research to the practices of
staff development and teacher education. The
education of educators cAri benefit from
scrutiny of its own practices. The third part of
this challenge is to integrate the proceses and
attitudes of modem researchincluding
practical curiosity about die precesses of
education and a healthy skepticism about jbat
we think we knowinto-the work of all v
educators. Once that is done, more educators
can be involved in research. The challenge, in
short, is to make the results, processes, and
attitudes of inquiry practical and available to all
edpcators. Finally, 'what must be recognized is
that a significart part of this challenge is
directed to those who currently perform
educational research. It is the responsibility of
researchers to recognize, first, that educational
research gives no prescription but rather an
opportunity for, reflection on its implication for.
clasSroom action. Second, educational
researchers are accountable for the
rdisapplications of their work, as well as for the
effective 6pplications.
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Challenge 16. To disseminate
experience, knowledge, and understanding of
educational practices and their consequences,
In education, dis,semination refers to two-way
lines of communication. A free exchange is
necesSary because' information- held by teachers
is necessary for understanding the how,and why
of classroom actions As research is showing, 4

effective`dissemination in education addresses
ahd builds upon the theories and underlying
assumptions of those who teach The tough part
of this challenge will be to design and support
two-way lines of professional communication t
to replace the present system which has those "'''!
who teach only. at best. On the receiving end of
dissemination, Thus, although the challenge of
disseminating includes applying
communication technology to an expanding
amount of professional literature and fe,siearoih,
the challenge is tougher than that Hoever, let
us not forget the role that communicdion
technology such. as computer-researchable
inforniation data bases can have in gfirving this
system, nor the challenge tO the informatton
user who still has the task of synthesizing what
the computer finds. Without thought and
professional discove, no efficient,
communication system will make a bit of
difference. The dissemination challenge

,

includes other facets as well: building into
research, development, and eVAluanon
contracts strategies and support for
dissemination, developing more effective ways
to capture and share experiences, and
integrating systems Of professional
communication into all stages of teacher
education and staff development.

Challente 17, To inform the public
about the'role of teacher education and staff
development in the education of their
children. This challenge is two-fold:' (I) to
improve the public image of,teacher education
and staff development, and (2) to assist all
educators in communicating with the public.
The first addresses the need for the public to
have an accurate view of the role that teacher
education plays in the education of students, of
the advances made at teacher education, and of
the issues and problems confronting teacher..
education and staff development. The second
addresses the need"for all eduCators to be able to
give the public reliable and accurate

19



information and to listen to public views. The
first is an obhgation to inform the public about
the importance of teacher education and staff
development in the education experienced by
their young. The second is the obligation of
teacher education and staff development to
prepare all educators to deal effectively with the
public. To be met effectively, both parts of this
challenge require considerable attention.

Challenge 18. To apply credible
standards to teacher education *andstaff
developm nt. This challenge is to assess
accurately. reliably, and credibly whether
teacher educators are meeting their
responsibiliues for what teachers do. teachers
for what students do. and, ultimately, teacher
educators forwhat students do. Some ,

'discussion of the previous challenges has
referred to assessing teacher education and staff
development programs on criteria such as the
extent, to which program members are involved
with the community. the degree to whieh the
programs emphasize the school as the ,

workplace, and the extent to which the
programs instill academic and professional
literacy. The basic Challenge of applying such
standards is not simply to have them, however,
but to make the standards accurate, fair, valid.
and applicable. Inherent in this challenge is the
need to have standards that can be reliably
assessed For teacher education and staff
developmerrt, that presents a complex proHlem

..4.As difficult as it is to assess the effectiveness of
leacher performance i\ri terms of student .

perfairrnance, the challenge ts increased
considerably by the need to relate the

. performance of the teacher educator to the
performanetof the teather. Because most of
these standattis depend upon demonstrated, .

probable relationships between teacher
performance and student perforinance, the
challenge is to aCknowledge the limits of
research and to apply the standards
appropriately. An essential part of this
challenge is to apply standards that can enrich
rather than merely limit the styles of teaching
and learning experienced by teachers and by
their students. hi summary, the ultimate
challenge of applying standards to teacher ,

education andIstaff development is to link the
performancestand achievements of the teacher
educator with the performances and-...

achievements of their students' students.

Challenge 19. To accredit and approve
teacher educalion programs in a manner
coerstent with the other challenges. Processes
of accreditation and program approval must be
consistent with the responses to the other
challenges, but educators should not get so
caught up in the formality of the approval

process that approval rather than the spirit of the
other responses becomes the focus of attention
Unfortunately, in teacher education
accreditation and program approval, it is only
too natural for educators to become enchanted
with the tbrrnalisms of an approval process
rather than the spirit of the intent behind the
process. Although the challenge is to develop
.accreditation and program appmval on credible
evidence, to focus on standards of criteria alonepircan be coun p roductive Current
circumstances of teacher education create two
additional questions pertaining to this
challenge' yVith more than 700 accredited
teacher education programs, can any

, accreditation process adequately be fulfilled by
all of them, especially if irniore sophisticated
set of standards ts applied? How can the
approval process be broadened to recognize
teacher education and staff development
programs in nondegree-granung educational

,contexts? In summary. although the responses
to the other challenges will provide a broader
base upon.which teacher education and staff
development programs can be accredited and
approved. responding to the range of intentions
behind these may present a significant,
challenge.,

9

Challenge 20. To fund teacher education
and staff development appropriately. Direct
fundifig of teacher educatiOn and staff
development may require initial money, but this
may be covered in part by redistributing current
resources spent for similar functions. One thing
is Certain. Spent appropriately, initial funds for
teacher education and staff development would
be a growing investment in theluture of
edut,:ational quality experienced.by4students. To
fund to.acher education and staff development in
a manner consistent with the respons'es'to the
other nineteen challenges will require
imagination anct iniderstanding of current
expenditures. Current costs of educating
educators are difficult to assess and too often .

incorrectly calculated. For examqe. a recent
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study sponsored by the Ford Foundation
showed that when job definitions and salaries of
all school personnel were included in a district's
budget for inservice/staff develbpment, funding
ranged from $750 to $1,400 per teacher per
year. The amount contrasts with the $10 to $50
amounts spent per teacher per year by the more
generouvchool districts for the professional
development of their teachers. In institutions of
higher education, the cost for educiting a
teacher is about one-fifth the cost for educating
many other professionals and, in fact, is less
than thecost for a student in a regular degme
prograM in the same institution. If this is a fair .
accurate assessment of the educational costs for
becoming an effective teacher, then perhaps
teacher educ*ion shoulcrnot be part of
institutions of higher education where base
costs limit program possibilities. If this cost is
not a fair, accurate amount, then educators must
gain their fair share. Responses to this
challenge not only will require a ne-nd'nsense
,understanding of the facts, bueanalysis and
imagination as well in covering the costs of the
responses' to the other challenges to teacher
education and staff development.

Each of these challenges calls forth a
number of questions and possible actions, bui it
is suggested here that only when all 20 are taken

as a whole,will significant reforms In teacher
education and staff development occur. The
value of this [locument will depend on how the
20 challenges can stimulate future dialogue
about and action on the reform of teacher
educatinn and staff development. In particular,
the yalue of these 20 challenges will be on who
responds to the challenges, including teachers,
other educators, and citizens who in the past
have not often engaged in analyzing the
practices and influences of teacher education
and staff development or taken part in their
redesign.

Why Teachex Education and
Staff Development Are

Importaht
I

The challenges serve as the basis for
scrutiny, discussion, and actiOn. Part two of

this report takes die 20 challenges and shows
how they can be used as a framework for
analyzing current practices in teacher education
and staff development. Part three goes on to
suggest how future conferences involving a
broad Tangeof educators,and citizens can use
these 20 challenges in considering the reform of
teacher education and staff development The
appendix describes how the 2,13 challenges were

identified
To be sure, the reader Must be curious

about why the eight representatives from
educational organizations Niltio assembled in the
District of Columbia in 1981 should spend their
time discussing teacher education and staff .

development, add-why now. The conferees,
representin organizations interested and
involved in the education of children and youth,
obviously had mutual concerns. But why
should teacher education and staff development
be the focus of their discussions')

The followineare reasons stawd at
'different times by the participants from the
eight organizations for why they felt their
respective organizations and constituents could
be served by tal'aging in dialogue on the reform
of teacher education and staff devehipment.

Teacher representatives. Teacher

representatives stated that for teachers, teacher
education is a personal issue as well as a '
professional issue. Teachers' opportunities for

, educational enrichment and educational
'experience, for personal learning and
understanding, for educational exeitement or
educational depression are considerably
cpntrolled by the teachereducation programs
offered. In college, teacher education can limit
or expand the range of educational experiences;
in graduate school, it.can excitebr tran9uilize
curiosity, it can stimulate or stop teachers'
capacities to gain deeper undeistanding and
knowledge about their work. In short, teacher
education limits and defines the individual
eddcatio,nal opportuniqesof teachers..But
teacher education is also a critical professional
problem to teachers. The educational
background of a teacher defines hm.v "teacher"
is to be understood and appreciated in our
society. The respect and credibility awarded to.
teaching depends upon public esteem for the
edue'ational experiences and backgrounds of
those doing the -work. Thus, teacher education

10
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can either limit or expand the profession:il

image of teachers a,.s well as their personal
educational experiences.

School board represOtatives. School
ard representatives commitnted that, to the

ublic. teacher education is a mystery
containing hopeful promises but elusive results
BTadcasts of some edu'cational research
(coming primarily from schools of education)
project an image of progress in understanding
principles of learning and instruction, but such
broadcasts are also accompanied by a fuzzy
picture devoid of any real impact on school
gyactice or policy. One irony expressed by the
board representatives is that the public often
meets teachers, but has little knowledge about
how teachers are educated It is not surprising,
then. that the public' views the 'qualiq of
(caching as being dependent.upon individual
personalities rather than on teachers'
educational experience.,th contrast, mSny
elected public officials realin that professional
development is a major tool in such a staff-
dep.endent held as teaching School board
members often recognize the poteptial power of
staff development in building upon local
strengths and in addressing specific local school
problems, Furthermore:they noted, the less the
public ulerstands the issues of teacher
education and staff development, the more
dependent members of the public are on the
views of outside experts, and the less capable
'they areof detentiimng hOw staff dtvelopMent
and teacher education can be used effectively
Thus, without more public understanding of the
processes of teacher education and staff
development, these can appear to be important
tools for addressing local schodl issues but with
few handles available for the public's use.

Education faculty and reseprcher
representatives. Representatives ot' education
professors and researchers maintained that for
professors of education and educational
researchers, a range of dilemmas is created by
teachereducation and staff development. Like
teachers, they are affdted by ihe image and
status of teacher education. In universities,

2 where,generally the status of teacher education,
is low, the education professor is rewarded for
not being associated with the teacher education
program'. Advantement is primarily rewarded

0

for rcsearch, and research is ofteg defined hy
academic disciplines, such as ,ociology,
psychology, or anthropology, th the theorists
by role'detinitam removed from, the action One
dilemma educatioirprofesrrs find themselves
in is that the better the educational research, as
defined by these academic n:ailitions, the more
nriloved it is from thecircumstauces of
educational peactice and policy. Because of the
manner of selecting research toPics, potentiall)
great problems--spch as thb importance of
local circumstance in effeciive teaching,
become minimized and replaced byproblems
that are more conducivs to research 'resolution

Thus, the academic stigma attached 'to
teacher education rubs offon those in schools of
education, creating a self-generating prophece0
To raise their profession4rmage in the
academic world. teacher educators perform
research that is acceptable outside of education.
in effect removigg'themselles from the
education of teachers as themresearch
"improves This creates more of a vatmuni
between researchers of teaching andteachers of
teaching -thin a school of education.
consequ y intensifying the low status of
teacher kducation. This is creating a nearly
untenab cycle for those employed in schools
of education where their "succe:Ss" undermines
their own profession

I I

. School administrator repré,sentatives.
School adminstrajor represchtativ noted that
for their groups, teacher education and staff
development are a primary but often hidden
source of their successes and failures. A few ,
years ago, the quality of instruction was largely
dependent upon the quality of vining that new
teachers brought to their schools. School
administrators had no control over the teacher
training programs of their young teachers, but
to maintain or improve the quality of' their
sihools, they selected carefullyc(wh'eh possible)
those whom they felt had been b6t,educatcd. lt
'was a time of teacher demand, and the success
of a school was dependent on who.pwas hired.
Recently. with few teachers being hired, and
length of service and formal educational
experience being strengths of the 'School staffs,
staff development is the major means of
maintaining and improving upon.school
excellence. Still, the educational administrator
is the consumer, largely dependent Upon what



1 the market has to offer. To build upon a
strength or to implement a new program
depends upon the adminstrator's ability to
locate the most effective and available staff
development resources and Activities.
Resources are now recognized as including

s
faculty members as well as outside consultants.
but even then, the process for involving faculty
members is crucial:To SA), that staff
development is one of the largest potential
irritants to continuing good relationships
between educational administrators and -

teachers as well as being a major administrative
strategy for maintaining successful schools is to
understate the problem. They said.

State educati9n officials. Representatives
of the offices of state departments of eduCation
noted that for srate education officials, teacher
education and staff development is a double-
edged sword. Although they are responsible,fdr
certification, and jn some circumstances for
program approval, teacher education can be
more hindrance than headway to state
educators. Supervision of teacher edysation is irt.
relatively small segment of a state school
officer's"responsibility, but it has a relatively
large chance for professional exasperatimi and
confrontation. Each sthte, it was emphasized,
has its own way of working with teacher
education And staff development. Some state
departments avoid issues of teacher education
and staff developmeni that can raise potentially
risky debate. Other state departments are very
involved in the design and support of staff
development programs as a means for reathing
state educational goals. Whether teacher
-education and staff development figure as small
or large efforts of state school officers,
howeyer, they always raise sigrhficant come= _-
as state school officers carry out their
responsibilities for the certification of teachers
and for the implementation of state educational
programs.

. Common focus. Although-no single
representative of the educational community or
the public is fully responsible for the education
of educators, participants realized that they are
all involved to some extent and are all changed
in some way because of their involvement.

Like a riter linking separate communities,
teacher education touches these communities
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and is affected by theni The condition ol
teacher education now is like the condition of
our nation'scovers a generation alSo when the
lack of a ;:ommon poltcy led to some pollutt..-il
waters. Each separate, community cad
determine how the river will be used, but until
more% decided among the commilnities. much
is left undone. Eike our rivers, teacher
education and staff development have sources
and conditions that determine their Row and
current and that are not in the control of the
commupities touched. Society determines much
of the fluctuating circumstances of teacher
educ'ation and, staff development. Public and
professional communintS, however, can more
effectively bqild and plan for their use and
enjoyment, even if they cannot he, expected.to

transform its,coursvery much. j
In addition to noting the importance of

teacher education and staff deveki ent to each

constituency. participants felt it-their
respective ccmstituents coul e better served

through reforms in teacher ducation laid staff
development. Certain ms in education and

staff development cquld improye the
educational life 6f teachers and enhance their
professional reputations. Rekirms could
similarly improve the acadeiffiC reputation of
the educational researcher and help resolve the
tough professional dilemmas posed by teacher
education and staff development tdprofessors
of education. Certain improvements in teacher
education and staff development could expand
the resources of the educational administrator
for effectively supporting quality education in
their schools. Specific (dorms could open up
the process of teacher educationand staff
development to the public, thus enabling them
to be more informed about the schooling of

_their children_and about cheprofessional
qualities of those who work in their schools.

But Why Reform Teacher
Education and Staff
Development- NOW?

Accompanying the recognition that teacher
education and staff development were
important and that certain'reforms could prove



beneficial to their res ective constituencies.
was a strong feelinax'ressed by the
participants that now is a good time for reform.
Comments from the conferees reveal why these
times in the 1980s and 1990s masy be especially
ripe for optimism

P.articipants first wanted to make It clear
that much good has,occurred and is occurring in
.the name of teacher education and staff
development. In some colleges and
universities, for example. teacher education
provides a rich opportunity for acquiring a
liberal arts-educatiOn where an understanding of
science, art, philosophy. politics, literature.
sociology: and music are all required in the full
education of teachers and other educators
There are certain teaeher education' programs
that focus on the drawing of implications of the
greatest thinkers and inquirers of the twentieth
century: the works of Piaget in children's
undersIanding: Vygotsky. Luria, and Chomsky
in linguistics: Merleau-Ponty and Levi-Strauss
in anthropology: Simon in artificial
intelligence: Wittgenstein in philosophy:
Toulmin in sociology. These twentieth-century
pioneers-become major sources of thoughtful
analysis in sonic teacher eddcation programs

Accompanying this respec for intellectual
works in teacher education is a ewed respect
for the complex practices of effective and
imaginative teaching. Educational investigators
such as Cronbach. Berliner. and the late
La*rence Stenhouse are improving
professional understanding and.building
professional respect for the practices which.can
be obsdrved in classroom teaching. Along with
such a focus on classroom practice in the
preparation of teachers are accompanying
improvennts in investigative tnettods that can
capture and help communicate the practical
experiences,of those who teach to those who are
preparing to teach.

Some schools of education are trying to
redraw their teacher education programs along
those lines. Certain schools of education have
created special positions on their faculties for
school teacherS. Furthermore, researchers like
Elliott and Carini are emphasizing the
integrative and energizing nature of inquiry for
those who teach. The processes that each has

.been developing for more than a decade
demqnstrate the tight. intractive links between
penetrating professional thought inquiry, and

dialogue, and effective. exciting, and
professionally satisfying teaching

Respected academic communities in the
United States are questioning the status and the
responsibilities of their schools of education.
and they are finding it necessary to reaffirm the
importance of these schools within the
university The reason for this, says each
university, is that its own destiny is tied to the
destiny of the public chools. Sonic are
asserting the correspohding truth that without
much closer ties between universities and the
local schools, schools of education will never
achieve the academic importance they should
have within the university.

Participants from schools of education '
were impressted

by the quality of their younger
faculty members. In terms of talent.
aggressiveness, and academic standing of
younger faculty, sonic participants noted.
schools of education have never had it so good.
A critical eye to educational practice and
context is being developed by the faculty. an
in'ductive, hypothetical stance to understanding
how children learn has been rewarded by their
institutions: ale a scientific skepticism in what
we think we know, accompanied by a

confidence in the contribution of inquiry, have
begun to take hold more generally- in some
schools of education through their newly
acquired faculty.

.
Just as significant for those who teaeh in

the classroom are the educative roles being
taken by Teacher Centers and by school-based
staff developer. A variety of teacher-run
centers have proven 'to be effective resources
for experienced teachers. With teachers being
trainers as well as tr inees, a range of
professional opportuni 'es are opening up
through Teacher Center activities. Likewise, a
national organization of taff developers (the
National Staff Developtnent Council) was
formed in the late 1970s with a membership that
includes hundreds of school district supported
staff developers. The' Council's quarterly
professional-journal (The Developer) reporks
success and trends in local school staff
development programs.

Unkatmately, as conference participants
were quick to point out, most of these advances
in teachir education and staff development of
the past PO years have been isolated cases.
Although they are spread across a range of rural



and urban America. each has usually taken
place in a refatively constricted context with
little ripple effect- and no strong national trend.
Yet there are enough of these enlightening
occurrences to giv,e a view of a rather healthy
and active profession of teacher education and
staff development! Participants pointed out that
these and similarly isolated but interesting
developments-in teacher education and staff
development could be used as a basis for

significant reform..
In additwn to the opportunity for reform

provided by these recent developments was the
pressure of current demographics in education
The high number of tenured teachers and the
long experience of most faculties suggest that
their educational, needs must be met with
something other than what they have
experienced in the Nst Although
'undergraduate training. certification. and. .

graduate degrees typify the careers of a tarp
percentage of school faculties. miiny are, not
satisified. When dissatisfaction with their
formal education is linked with their
disenchantment with the nature and style of
inservice programs, refolm is required.

Fur,thermom, many schools of education
are vulnerable to current demographics of the,
profession and are interested in their own
reform. With enrollments declining:they find It
neces'sary to question the attractiveness of then-
programs to experienbed and advanced degree-
holding teachers as well as to potential
undergraduate students. The 1980s and 1990s

may be ripe for internally stimulated reforms in
teacher education and staff development.

What is in" required for reforms in
teacher education and staff development to take
hold is to bring together the .various interested,

--and concerned_parties__Itt teacher education

there is no ultimate control of the demographics
w'hich shape the profession. NeverthelesS,
many have a responsibility for the policies
which lead to practices of teacher education and
staff development. Reforms in how teachers
and other educators are taught can be made only
if educators and citizens witha variety of
educational responsibilities are involved. The
question is who talks and who listens, who is .

involved in the planning and discussions,
whose experiences are made public and
meaningful, who is to have the opportunity to
be engaged in dialogue on teacher education

and staff development, who is to he linked to
-

the decisionmaking powers that do exist.
It is in this light that these conferences,

begun on December 18. 1981 among members
of eight organizations of educators and pubhc
representatives. may have some significance to
future actions taken on teacher education
staff development The eonferences c

exemplified, expanded and extended dialogue
on critical issues related to the teform of teacher
education and staff development Teachers.
parents, citizens at large. teacher educators,
educational researchers, and state educational
officers were involved in the discussion and

debate.
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Summary

The emphasis in this part ot our report has
been on the meaning and the potential
significance of the 20 challenges for teacher
education and staff development as well as on
die contributions that future dialogue can make
to dim reform. We have also emphasized that
dialogue on these challenges must occur
between teacheii, teacher educators, school
board members and other citizens, educational
administrators, and educational researchers

The next part of this report illustrates how
these 20 challenges can be used to analyze
current practices and proposed alternatives in'
teacher education and staff deyelppment. The
part following that provides some guidelines
and suggestions for continuing dialogue and
planning ae*tions on the reform of teacher
educatiOn and staff development. The appendix
describes how the 20 challenges were
ident ified.



SECTION 2

Illustrations fdr Using The Twenty Challenges

Introduction

We have just lookedat how the 20
challenges cati serve as a frankwork for a
number of issues germane to teacher e'ducation
and staff development and why responding to
the chalknges is timely. The challenges,
derivedfrom a set of conferences. are meant to
generate evaluations of current practices of
teacher eggcation and stcaff deve(opment and y
encourage action on reform.

One proOsal gaining currency is that of
postbaccalaureate internships' for teachers. The
proposal will not be analyzed here. but careful
scrutiny of the eoncept might render a better .

unclersynding of the Merits and limitations of
this By analyzing the proposal, using the
20 challenges as a framework, we can decide.-if
the concept is a useful one fpr furthering the
education of educators and, in turn, their
students.

Serious reflection on past experiences in
introducing reform is vital if progress, is to be
made in the '80s and '90s. We can look to the
Teacher Corps and Teacher Center experiences
of the '70s as examples of how to attempt
reform. The- jury is still out on these
experiments, but some conclusions can be
drawn. One soon-to-be-published report written
by former Teacher Corps participants is a study

that reflects on one of the challengesthe
challenge of collaboration (Fox, Anglin,
Fromberg, and Grady) Structured as a group
interview w.ith dialogue, it reveals some lessons
learned front the Corps activities; What this and
other works point inn is that reflection on.past
efforts at reform Th teacher education and NIA"

development can lead to a sorting out of what
.worked and what did not. Frpm there, we can
'proceed with action_More important, what is
needed is the development of more imaginative
and innovative designs to adv,ance the cause of
quality preservice and continuing educatibn for
our nation's teachers. Action research and
school-based_inqThry are two possibilities. but
They siand to gain from an injection of`creative
ideas by teachers, the public, school and state
.administrators. education faculty at
universities, and educational researchers. If
action research is to be tried out in specific lool
practices. more synthesis needs to take place.
Working with the 20 challenges would provide
a useful framework for tlf0 synthesis.

New educuti,onal theories are emerging all
the time. For example. some theorists.now
argue that educational practices and economic
conditions are intimately connected. The idea
.has implications for the iefortn of teacher
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education and staff development. This
perspective on education and others like it can,
with the aid of the 20...Challenges, be worked
into coherent proposals for reform of teacher
jraining and professional development.

Right now certain power blocs hold-vetb
power over any proposed or eventual reform in
the arena of teacher education and staff
development. To change the situation, national
organizations that represent constituents with a
stake in the consequences of teacher training.
must agree to continue the interactiye dialogue
begun in those conferences in which the 20
challenges were identified. The comments
generated in the Conferences should serve as
guideposts in continuing the process of
analysis, reflection, and synthesis`required if
significant reforms are to be made.

Four Reasons for Analyzing
Teacher Education and Staff

Development

Thi; portion of.the report illuetrates the
range and depth-of analysis that consideratiou
of the 20 challenges can bring to discussions
about teacher education and staff development
practices and proposals for their reform. While
it is understandable that a few challenges may
appear to certain diViduals or groups to be
moreimportant han others, it was strongly
recommended y the original conference
participantsrepresenting varied
perspectivesthat all 20 are necessary if a full
critical view is to be constructed. Throughout
their discussion of the challenges, conference
members realized that their tendency to use
only a few challenges to analyze a practice or a
proposal was incomplete.

The intent of this part of the report is to
stimulate analyses of specific teacher education
and staff develtipmeirt practices.,It is meant to
show, for example, the range of these 20
challenges and the power they cap bring to a
discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of a
practice or of a proposed change in practice. M
the reader probably realizes by now, the spirit
and the intent oT this report il1 be carried out
only when many, many, more teachers,
pathnts, school board membeis, educational

researchers, teacher educators, state school
officers, and school administrators, perform..
their own analysis in more detail, in light lit
their own circumstances, and during public
discussions with one another.

Further, the analyses will illustrate-how
the 20 challenges,can serve as a common
framework in a variety of analytical
circumstances. Four quite different reasons for
analyzing teacher education and staff
development will be introduced here. They are:

to aid in the critical analysis of practices
rn teacher education and stiff
development;
to help jog reflective recall of
experiences in attempting to enaCt
specific reforms in teacher education
and staff development;
to promotecritical analysis of public
documents proposing specific reforms in
teacher education and staff
development; and

. to help develop coherence to interesting
sets of not-yet-integrated ideas to
teacher education and staff
development.

The first reason. for analyzing teacher
education and staff development in this way is
to produce a full understanding of today's
actual practices making specific judsments of
their strengths and weaknesses. The illustration-
used will be the "traditional approach" to
teache'r education.and staff development. It is
the typieal approach which consists of a four-
year program at'an accredited college fir
university and culminates in an education
tlegree. The degree usually confers teacher
certification automatically, with salary
increases dependent 'upon completion of further
courses, attainment of higher degrees, and
acquisition of more years of experience.

. The second reason for using these 20
challenges is to recall specific experiences id
trying to enact reforms in the practice of teacher
education and staff development. Recollecting
previous action brings put the fact that Many
re(orms have been tried with varying degrees of
success. It shows us, too, that much could be
learned from reflecting critically on these'
experiences. Two examplesthose of Teacher
Corps and Teacher Centerswill be briefly
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referred to.

Teacher Corps was a federal-program thaeiv
offered grants to local schools and to schools oN;
education'that. In cooperation with local
coinmunities, were to pool their resources to
improve their teacher education and staff
devetOpment programs. From 1965 to 1982,
Teacher Corps served students from low:
income, often minority communities. The ,

Corps started by emphasizing internships and
recruitment of teachers. It championed
competency-based teacher education before it
became popular, It ended as a demonstration
program ip staff development. Although grants
had included a number of specific requirements
attached to them (formation of a community
council and steering committees) as well as
general expectations projected for them
(emphases on multicultural education,
individualized instruction, and community
involvement), the responses varied at individual
sites. During its 17 years of existence, there
have been hundreds of Teacher Collis projects
funded, each at approximately $250,000 per
year.

Although teacher Centers also lost their
federal funding in 1982, many continue to exist
through local support. Because of their local
identity, Teacher Centers vary so.greatly in
circumstances, responses, and style that
generalizations are seldom possible.

One feature that most do share is their
goVerning structure. They are governed.
primarily by the teacher's being served, while a
variety of interests are represented on their
boards of directors. With Teacher Centers,
emphasis is placed on the contributions that -
teachers can bring to teachers, where peer
,interaction is supported along with development-a
of programs that respond to needs articulated 'by
teachers. Thousands of Teacher Centers exist

-throughout the U.S. They range from the
school-district and teacher-organization
supported New York Teacher Center to the
independent Mountain Vitw Center in Denver,
Colorado.

The sources for this sample of critical
analysis will be selected evaluative literature on
these two types of reforms pat enierged with
the creation of Teacher Corps and Teacher
Centers. The important point of this illustratiod,
however, is that much more can be done by
persons who went through these experiences

-than what is represented by this literature. The
hope is that these 20 challenges may act as a
catalyst for stimulating systematic recall of the
lessons that were learned in enacting recent
reforms in teacher education and staff
development.

The third reason for using the framework
of the 20 challenges is to develop an
understanding of what has Veen addressed by
earlier specific proposals for reform of teacher
education and staff development. The example's
used will be two recently distributed public
documents. The first document is a monograph
by B. O. Smith, titled A Designfor a School of
Pedagogy (1980, sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Education) which proposes a
detailed reconstruction of schools of education.
Smith, a retired school of education professor
add educational philosopher,.pnmarily
discusses preservice teacher education.
However, in this monograph he speaks in a
wider context and in more detail than evidenced
by any other published proposed alternative.
The second document is a report from a project
funded by the National Institute of Education
(NIE) in which a dozen schpol of education
deans developed a 23-page`statement titled
"Increasing the Research Capacity of Schools
of Education: A Policy Inquiry" (1981). In
their words, this is a "political" statement
calling.for a research basis to teacher education.
its political and opportunistic nature is evident
-mainly in its call for all educational research to
be.done in specific schools of education with a
corresponding reduction of teacher education
programs. The point of this-analysis is to show
that public documents, including this one, can
become the common basis for critical analysis.
For example, these two documents can be
acquired by persons or groups who can analyze
them and discuss them from their perspectives..

A fourth reason for working with these 20
challe'nges is muse them as a foundation for
building a new proposal for reform. The,
example used here is "school-based inquiry,' a
term that refers to the systematic analysis of
teaching by those who teach. Although there
exists a wide range of literature on action
research and teacher involvement in inquiry,
including works by Schaefer, Elliott, Carini,
Kemmis, and others referenced in the
bibliography bf this report, few authorNirectly
address the issue of teacher education and,staff
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developmentzeform. Nye attempt to help till
that void. What this discussion intends to show,
then, is how a varied source of ideas and
arguments for conducting Jnquiry in classrooms
and schools can be used by teachers for the
purpose of redesigning their work, the
information can be pulled together into a
coherent and unified proposal for changing
teacher education and staff development. The
example we use illustrates how these 20
challenges can provide a framework to analyze
what would be needed to truly make, school-
based inquiry a reality.

The following text examines four practices
or proposals for teachv education and staff
development, analyzing each for its response to
the 20 challenges in the order they have been
presented earlier.

A Critical Analysis of Practice:
The "Traditional ApproaCh"

In our times scant attention is placed on the
school as a workplace eitlier in the preparation
or in the continuing education of/teachers. For
instance, in many cases student teachers' field
assignments .are synchronized with the college
calendar rather than the school' cafendar.
Student teachers may spend no more than a
college semester observing and teaching with
minimal supervision and with little or no
intellectual basis for understanding an
institution or the daily professkinal decisions
thlt are made in classroom teaching. For their
part, supervisory teachers receive rudimentary
training and fittfe recognition. As a result, for
first-year teachers entering their new
classrooms, it is usually a sink-or-swim
experience. At best, they walk in the door of the
classroom armed only with a limited
professional conception of the work to be done.

Part of the problem stems from the fact
that preparation, is brief. Preparatory programs
that supposedly assure academic and
professional literacy are condensed into four .

years. Social awarenessand its ramifications
for classroom practiceis glossed over, while
technological literacy is moStly ignored. With
scant monitoring along the way, it is simply
assumed that academic, professional, and social

V.

literacy will result from four years of course
work and an accumulation of college credits

In the traditional approach, except for
giving hp service to the obvious transitiOn from
the role of college student to classroom teacher,
transitions are not addressed. In some cases, the
transition froM student to teacher is made worse
by the college experience: Almost total
emphasis on the college culture is followed 4

',after graduation by almost total emphasis on thel
school culture. Later transitions are determined
by complaion of graduate work, fulfillment of
,..departmental requirements, and attainment of
certification (through conferred degrees), all
aimed at bureaucratic functions other than

- teaching. A continuous education is defined in
terms of acimulation of graduate degrees and
is formalized through pa'y scales and university
requirements. HoweVer, in actuality.
.tdntinuous education for teachers rarely takes
place on a faculty-wide basis and often happens
by chance rather than by design. t

For teachers, democratic values are
expected to be gleaned from courses in U.S.
history, politics, or state history. Equal access
and opportunity are not dealt With in a
professional sense. Although frep,enterprise
seems to determine the educational resources
any educator can get,. enrollees in schools of
education have professional resources like
libraries and time to use them, whereas
practitioners working in the pation's schools do
not. What we have created is a lopsided system
of educational resource allocation and the
uneven distributiorris getting worse.

Goals and missions of education are
explicit in that everyone knows that schools
teach and schools of education teach teachers.
Leaders of the competency-based movements
have tried, with limited success,'to make goals
explicit. Otherwise, the goals of education

(remain vague with little public debate arising
about their meaning. I

Traditionally, who ought to teach is
defined as whoever graduates from an
accredited school of education and can get a
job. Since some states grant temporary teacher
licenses, job descriptions may not stipulate an
education degree. Once one begins teaching,
the question of who ought toteach is often only
peripherally addressedmaking tenure and
seniority less meaningful than they could be.

Who ought to teach teachers is more clear:



anyone who is hired at a school of education
and cannot get released from teaching
responsibjlity by doing research.

Academic freedom is expected to be
extended to all faculty in university education
departmentswhether or not thaaculty
member engages in research. Yet academic ,

freedom, while it is often cited as Ale major
reason for the advancement of education, is
often invoked by individual faculty members to
resist reform or wholesale change in the
programs of schools of education. Academic
freedom is seldom-referred to for those who
work in schools.

With the traditional approach it is unusual
for the community to get involved in teacher
education and staff development. Schools and
schools of,education.collaborate to the
minimum extent necessary to allow
undergraduate studeras to spend between six
weeks to a semester in a school for their
"practica." As for staff development or
inservice education, these are considered to be
entrepreneurial contracts between school
districts and individual faculty; no
interinstitutional integration of resources is
expected.

Governance of teacher education and staff
development is performed neatly but, again.
without coordination: universities govern
teacher education; school districts govern staff
development. That is, advanced degrees are
controlled by the university-and staff
development, viewed in terms of advanced
academic degrees; is,rewarded in teacher
contracts drawn up by school districts. ,

TinTe allotted for presorvice teacher
preparation usually is held to four years after
graduation from high school. Once out in the
working world, teachers are expected to find
opportunities for professional development
during the summer by picking up courses ot by
developing alternatives. In short, once
certification is attained, time is not made
available to practitioners though summers are
free. of school responsibilitiesand pay.

The application of research to the
classroom is gaining attention in some teacher
education and staff development programs, but
not enough to be a general trend. Resedrch is
applied well in some cases and poorly in others,
depending upon who interprets the research and
draws classroom implicatfons. Academic
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investigation into staff development and teacher
education is improving but in isolated
situations. Training in research processes and
cultivation of positive attitudes toward research
are not being imparted tO teachers', while, for
their part, educational researchers largely have
little or no contact with teacher eduCation and
staff developmenteven within their own
schools of educajion.

To date, dissemination sometimes is built
into reseakh, but not often enough. Special
programs, such as t Jie American Federation*
Teachers' (AFT) ucational research and
dissemination eff rt and the National Diffusion
Network (NDN), have been created to
distribute Materials and information about
practicessometimes making considerable
impact. The Educational Resources Information
Center (ERIC) is another dissemination source.
In addition to its microfiche collection, 16
ERIC clearinghOuses publish monographs that
distill and analyze information from the ERIC
data base and supplementary sources. Even so,
dissemination is an entrepreneurial task with no
regular source or method for weaving new
knowledge into current practice. The typical
hierarchical modelaction generated from the
top downin matters of research,
development, and dissemination is.being
recognized as ineffective, but this way of doing
things is reinforced by the organizational
makeup of educational institutions.

Public relations on the role of education is the
object of little professional attention.,Except for
limited efforts by certain school districts and
some teacher organizations, relating to the
public seems to be something that "someone
else" does.

Considerable attention is now being placed
on teaching standards, in some cases, but
mainlY becauseof the absence of them. Some,
school districts and researchers are developing
minimal stendards and tests for teachers. Others
are trying to develop more elaborate, valid, and
reliable ways to evaluate teaching practices.
Standards for the faculty of schools of
education have risen considerably d the
past generation, but they are'borro ntact
from their parent universities and h tle
sensitivityto criteria bearing on the cation
of school practitioners. What of accreditation?
Currently, accreditation of teacher educatipn at
schools of education is performed bjr the
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National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
.Education (NCATE). It consists basically of
peer review. For thoSe institutions that undergo

NCATE review, there is a lengthy process that
requires response to explicit criteria.
Demonstrating real evidence of quality is a
problem, since yalid ways to determine the
cprrelanon Iletween the criteria and effective
teacher education are still evolving. Some
schools of education have withdrawn from
NCATE review because it replaces professional
dialogue with a formal exercise based on
arbitrary critena. In the arena of staff
development, no attempts have been made to
accredit programs, although some states are

taking steps toward program approval.
Movement on the accreditation issue at large is
being prompted by the National Education
Association (NEA), among others. Specific
altemattves are being suggested for NCATE,
for state approval, and for a national
accreditation process.

What is the current state of affairs with
funding for teacher education and staff
development? Funding for`preservice teacher
educatiOn is unconscionably low and almost
nonexistent for staff development. The student
studying to be a teacher bears responsibility for
funding about a quarter of his'or her
undergraduate and graduate degree costs.

Almost all financial assistance programs (loans.
scholarships, and assistantships) are made to
ihdiyiduals rather than to institutions where it
may do the most good:.

A Reflection on Experiences in
Enacting Reform:
Teacher Corps and.

Teacher Centers

Two efforts at reforming how teachers are
taught are,the Federal Teacher Corps program
(1965-1982) and Teacher Centers. Both
Teacher Corps and Teacher Centers have
emphasized the school as the workplace. Many
.Teacher Corps projects, for example,
performed training on school premises. The
two-year training period for interns
concentrated on the school,.along with some
organizational theory for better understanding

...-
schools as institutions In the later years of the
Teacher Corps program, the whole'school was
considered as the instructional unit, and at ).

many sites the curriculum was dete imed by

classroom practitioners.
Teacher Centers, of course., gen more

directly focus On the school as the workplace
with programs and activities geared to
classroom application. There is much to be
learned from their experiences in focusing on
the demands of the workplace and
circumstances unique to the school. Some of
these experiences center on instructional issues
tuch as 'how best to address the organizational
realities of schools or what is needed,to improve
teachers' working conditions. Serious reforms
of teacher education and staff development
should build upon the lessons that have been
learned, from these and similar efforts ttat
concentrate on the school as the workplace.
There is one caveat: In addition to real
successes scored by some Teacher Centers and
Teacher Corps projects, came results of some
studies of Teacher Corps suggesting that
overemphasi-s on the school can lead to little
reform in what students experience (Corwin,
Popkewitz, Fox).

Teacher Center exowience can teach us a
lot about what teachers consider to he' literacy.
Since many of the Teacher Center instructional
programs am proposed by teachers, we 'can get

,a good picture of the priorities they place on
professional, social, academic, and
technological backgrounds for becoming more
effective teachers. The Teacher Corps project's ,
emphasis on improving the social
understanding and the institution awareness of

studept teacher interns shnitdffkewise be
beneficial when building responses to this

challenge,
,

The transition from the role of student to
teacher was emphasized strongly in Teacher
Corps and also gets emphasis in some Teacher
Centers. Similarly, each responded to the
dilemma that experienced teachers found
themseli,es confronted with: hew to make
transitions in their careers. Participating in
Teacher Corps or Teacher Center projects
presented teachers with opportunities for
professional transitions. Possibly the mOst-
significantiessons learned by Teacher Centers
andTeacher Corps re how teachers and other
educators responded o the opportunities for
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instructional leadership and professional
transition that becanie available above and'
beyond those provided by titeir employers. .

Teacher Centers, of course, emphasized
the education of teachers that is required for a
job beyond formal. degree programs. Some
Teacher Corps projects did, too, with
instructional prograrhs designed for whole
school faculty based upon specific
circumstances of that school or community.
The problems they encountered and the
successes they achievedin continuing the
education ofkleachers (and of other educators)
are of great importance in building whole-scale
responses to this challenge. Each met with
certain successes and failures in integrating the
teachers' educational activities into the
education of their students.

Another hallmark of Teacher Corps
projects and Teacher Centers was instilling
democratic values in students. The tenet that all
children can learn was upheld with considerable
effortand, in smite cases; .programmatic
planning. Through their effihrts, programs have
been designed to imptove the understanding
and build upon the strengths of minority
cultural backgrounds. If we fail to pay attention
to Teacher Corps and Teacher Center
experience when we design teacher education
and staff development programs to maintain
democratic values, then some of the best
professional wisdom and most extensive
practical experience will have been
disregarded.

Equal access and opportunity is basic to
many Teacher Centers and had been the focus
ora-number of Teacher Corps projects. Though
Teacher Centers vary Widely, they have all
acted to improve access and opportunities to all
teachers in their vicinity. Recent studies by NIE
are showing, moreoever, how successfill
Teacher Centers have been in draWing a variety
of teachers to their services.

Similarly, certain Teacher Corps projects
purconsiderable effort into supporting equal
accesetand opportunity for students in
classrooms as well as championing teacher
access to educational resources, For example,
some projects supported opportunities for
teachers to attend national professional

conferences and sponsored their own research,
writing, and publishing. Lessons learned from
the experiences of staff who are or have worked

in Teacher Centers and Teacher Corps projects
would be invaluable in designing responses to
the equal opport'uniiy challenge.

Both Teacher Corps projects and Teacher
Centers have had to publicize and explain
specific goals. They have also had to

clemonstrate how these go'als are expected to be
met through teacher education and staff
develbpment activities. It became almost
routine to the development and maintenance of
their projects to engage in public dialogue about
these goals at meetings of boards of directors,
patents' groups, or educational administrators.
The communications skills gained, and the

, ability to recognize the sometimes subtle
differences between rhetoric and achievement
developed, may be useful for building future
resigeases to this challenge.

buring the years., staff of,both Teacher
Corps and Teacher Centers have held a definite
vieW of who ought to teach. In Teacher Corps
the answer to "who ought to teach?" included
liberal arts graduates with two years of field-
baseditaining as well as minority members.
Projects actively recruited Native Americans.
Cfiicwos, Puerto Ricans, and blacks.-In many
Teacher Centers, the answer has been the
trained, experienced teacher-:but one who has
been kept recharged by educational stimulation,
encouragethent, and professional recognition.
Each answer, of course, is critical to future
responses. ,

To the question of "who ought4to teach
tevhers?'''the Teacher Centers' answer is,
primarily, bin not solely, other teachers. The
standard upon which their answer is based has
been that teachers ought to be taught by persons
who know schools in general and understand
theit- circumstances in particular. Teacher
Center experience is rich in applying this
standard effectiVely. Teacher Corps
experiences were ytewise rich, but different.
Their projects niore routinely depended upon

'sc'hool of education faculty to ieach teachers,
but sincemost projects were limited in scope, it
was relatively easy tnchoose who would work
with teacheWand who would not. By virtue of
their succesies as well as failures, manys'

Teacher Corpstpr'ojects could offer insight into
whd emplOyed;in schools of education ought to
teach teachers.

Acadernic free,dom.has seldom been
directly addressed in Teacher Corps or in
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Teacher Centers, but octasionally the ispe has
surfaced. Some Teacher Corps projects have
encountered education faculty who used
academic freedom as a shield to thwart program
reform. In Teacher Centers, there have been
tunes when the limits of academic freedom
enjoyed by school personnel have likewise been
tested. Their experience may be valuable in
responding to the challenge to respect academic
freedom in teacher education and staff

. development reforms.
Community involvement was fundamental

to Teacher Corps projects. It was formally
requiredin the community council.
Involvement with the community was expected
to be a part of the education experienced,by
teachers and other edUcators. In some projects.
community members did some of the training.
In others, community members were learning
side, by side with the teachers. Intern training
required a significant amount of participation in

. community activities. There are sortie hard
lessons to be learned from this experience.
Certain evaluations of Teacher Corps efforts
poini out the potential for co-opting the
community when the school replaces action

'with rhetoric (Popkewitz, Fox). One SRI study
(Deslonde) showed how formal structdres can
enhance genuine community involvement in the
education of teachers and other educators.

Collaboration and cooperation have been
challenges crucial to the success of Teacher
Centers. Staff of the centers have learned, some
the hard way, about the need to deal effectively
with the separate educational constituencies and'
institutionsschools, teacher organizations,
school districts, state departments of
instruction, and ools of education7-if
teachers' resøfsibility for their own education
is to be ta n seriously.

Teadier Corps had a different but equally
rich set of experiences in collaboration. Project
personnel were expected to collaborate.
Because of their links with schools of
education, they ran into certain roadblocks.
That is, theylound that faculty members' drive
to,work with schools was diminished since their
promotion and tenure are not based on -

cooperation with schools. A lesson reported in a,
recent study of Teacher Corps collaborative,
experience shows that the entire school of
education as an institution must be committed
to cowating with schools; calling on

individual faculty member will not accomplish
much (Fox et al.). To design effective
responses to the challenge for collaboration
would mean adopting more advice from people
with Teacher Center and Teacher Corps
experience.

Solid and stable governance has been
significant to the survival and the successes of
Teacjier Centers and Teacher Corps projects,
Both Teacher Corps projects and Teacher
Centers have been governed through formal
joint committees. Corps projects were governed
by a steering comMittee composed of members
of the school of education, project staff, school
teachers, School administrators, community
members, and student interns. Many Teacher
Centers have a similar mix on their board of
directors or advisory committees. Both have
experienced the advantages and the
disadvantages of joint governance and should
have much to share with those who are
considering a reform of governance for teacher
education and staff development.

Iking time for teacher education and
staff development has taken considerable effort
onthe part of both Teacher Corps projects and
Teacher Centers. For student teachers; Teacher
Corps projects provided a two-year internship
beyond the bachelor's degree. For experienced
teachers, some projects found creative ways to
pry loose the necessary time for continuing
education by employing strategies such as
released time, paying for substitute teachers,
payisg for extra time, or granting support for
confetence attendance. In general, Teacher
Corps Projects had the money for such support
and, as ttmporary entities; could obtain special
tretaent by the school districts, teacher
orginizations, and schools of education. For
many Teaacher Centers, however; making time
has been a tremendous challenge despite the
need for just as creative a responSe. Some
centers have made great strides by.snegotiating
with representatives of numerous local
educational interests. Again, the experienbes
gained from Teacher COrps,projects' and
Teacher Centers' efforts to free up time for
teacher staff development can prove inyaluable
in making more general policy reform.

For many Teacher Corps projects and
Teacher Centers, using research has been
something of an ideal. It is an ideal that has
been difficult to attain. Bringing research, and
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researchers to schools with the intent to
implement the ,results takes time and savvy.
Some Teacher Centers have succeeded. Some
Teacher Corps projects succeeded, but not,
nearly as many as have tried. Some of the
problems were caused by the limited scope,of
the research or by lack of attentionor
abilityof the researchers to draw practical
implications. To increase teacher participation
in research, some Teacher Centers and Teacher
Corps projects tried to employ action-research
methods. Numerous doctoral dissertations have
been written about the experience as welt as a
welter of local and national program
evaluations, Many Teacher Centers have been
the subject of similar documentation,
evaluation, and research endeavors. Any
research investigating the intentions, processes,
contexts, and consequences of teacher
education and staff development that does not
refer to this documentation of Teacher Corps
and Teacher Center-experiences, consequently/
is incomplete.

Dissemination was a requitement of
eacher Corps projects and has been viewed as

a CZNamitment by some Teacher Centers. The
National Teacher Corps program strove to
incorporate current wisdont about
dissemination Into its practices in hopes that it
would be applied. 1n doing so it produced some
good materials on dissemination,
demonstration, and the structure of schools as
institutions. Some Teacher Centers and Teacher
Corps .projects have formed regionat networks
to open lines of professional communication.
Both centers and projects have alsosdeveloped
ways to effectively distribute their work locally
arid have found innovative ways to adapt new
procedures and materials to local schools.
Thus, there is experience to be gained from
Teacher Centers and Teacher Corps projects in
trying to build more horizontal lines of
communication among teachers and schools.

Many Teacher Centers and teacher Corps
projects haVe related well to the public. Some
put considerable stress on public relations and
their programs benefited considerably. Often
ihey had to develop their own constituencies
and links with the public: The way that they
achieved this was by publishing community
newsletters, getting coverage in local media,
and hosting special public meetings. What
Teacher Centers and Teacher Corps projects .
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learned in th course of improving the image
and winning public support for teacher
education and staff development could
'contribute to future reform.

NeOer the application of standards nor
accredittion and program, approval have been
stressed heavily in Teacher Centers or Teacher
Corps projects. Some projects and centers
participated in various forms of competency-
based teacher education: That is, they
developed performance criteria upon whieh
judgments of teaching performance could be
based and future instruction designed. Some
centers are now contributing to the development
of criteria for teacher evaluations. Staff in a few
projects and centers have wdthed closely with
their own respective states in changing program
approval procedures and criteria. Some Teacher
Corps projects, in fact, have provided their
respective schools of education with a resource
for meeting specific NCATE avreditation
requirementsespecially those dealing with
multicultural education, minority recruitment,
community involvement, collaboration,
continuing education, and field placement.

Funding, of course, has always been a
major consideration for both Teacher Centers
and Teacher Corps projects. Since the federal
government has withdrawn, it has become more
so. Teacher Centers have consequently .

developed a variety, of creative responses.
Resources being tapped are volunteer help,
grants from foundations, out-of-pocket fees for
participating teachers, and monetari support
from teacher organizations, school districts,
and school boards. In some cases, local
businesses have come forth with funds for 11*

supporting the,activities and programs.
Budgetary outlays for specific services and
programs are well known by Teacher Centers
and Teacher Corps project directors. Emphasis
has shifted from identifying outside funding
sources to finding ways to fund appropriately
within theoperating mechanisms of schools,
schciol districts, and university schools of
education. The result is that the experience
gained by Teacher Centers and 'Feather Corps
projects can be used to develop realistic
guidelines and creative responses to the
appropriate eunding of teacher education and
staff development refonf.

3 4 ,
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A Critical Analysis of
Documents Proriosing Reforms:

B.O. Smith and,
the Deans' Statement,

The sahool as the workplace and as the
center of educational action is the focus of B.
0. Smith's A Design for a School of Pedagogy.
In this monograph, he proposes to integrate
school of education faculty with the schools. In
doing so, he suggests that entire courses may be
set in schools. The role'of school of education
faculty is to instruct future teachers in the
practical applications of their subject matter. In
contrast, the deans' statement rarejy refers to
school practice and does little to suggest that the
school should be the center of attention in
teacher education and staff development. The
deans' statement mentions action research,as a
past fancy; collectively, it makes no reference
to problems encountered in applying
educational research to school practiceor
even of performing research in schools.

Smith pays considerable respect to
academic, professional, and social literacy; as a
matter of fact, applying understanding and
knowledge to classroom performance is
probably the most important attribute of
Smith's .school of pedagogy. Not only does he
advocate more credit hours for teacher
education, but he places great attention on
making advances in knowledge more
pedagogically effective. The deans' statement,
on the other hand, interprets tirofessional
literecy as understanding educational research.
Academic, social, and technological literacy
-are not a d. By implication, it may be
that these compete cies are considered to be
effectively met in their colleges and
universities.

On transitions, the only kind discussed by
Smith is ihat from student to teacher. To Smith,
this is the one transition that can be improved
directly by -reforming preservice teacher
education. The notion of continuous education
is respected'and desired but it is not the concern
of this proposal. The monograph, however,
does aiscpss three kinds of graduate programs,
one of which is doctoral and limited to
specialized educational research. Transitions do
not figure in the deans' statement at all. Since
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no reference is made to the continued education
of educators, such education may be assumed to
be formal, linked to degree-oriented programs, -

and dependent.upon the research being
conducted by school of education faculty.

Democratic values-are talked about in
Smith's previous work but not explicitly in this
proposal. Again, since the deans' 'statement
does not address this challenge, it may be
assumed that it is best addressed by other
academic departments:

Smith's proposal for training teachers
stresses equal access and opportunity in the
school and classroom. However, the
dependence Of schools on school of education
expertise would probably widen the gap in
professional opportunities between the two
kinds of faculty. The deans' statement implies
that equal access to professionahlsources can
take place only if a relatively sniqri number of
research-oriented schools of education are
accredited. Individual educators, they say,
would then have a similar range of research
resources in'their training and at their disposal.
Disparity in opportunities betweeillschool
practitioners and faculty in.universitty
departments of education are .not mentioned.

Explicit in Smith's proposal* goals and
missions, particularly the goals dnreservice
teacher education and the missioisif schools of
education to prepare teachers. Gk'tis and*
missions of schools of education!arf referred to
periodically in the dean's statement with
reference to the training function-4 schools of
education and to a study by Cuba and Clark
concluding that little research is going on in
most schools of education. Dedication to
service missions, the statement suggests, makes
it-difficult to spend time on inquiry. In general,
the statement agrees with the current division of
responsibility among schOols and uniVersity
schFols of education (you teach, we do research
and teach teachers).

Who ought to teach, Smith urges, are
people who have successfully completed
Smith's proposed postbaccalatfreate program. If
the program is relevant and challenging, Smith'
contencrs, those who pass ought to teach. He is
tougher on who otIght to teach teachers. He
designates persons with clinical knowledge,
skills, and practical understanding of teaching.
Teacher educators ought also to possess
abilities to relate to the public schools and to



work with colleagues frOrn other disciplines.
(Smith doubts that these are common trip of
university faculty and suggests that a clinical
program should be separate from graduate
school.)

Who ought to teach, as proposed by the
dean's' statement, are persons who have
completed teacher education programs that
emphasize research. The premise is that these
programs will be staffed by researchers, which
also answers the question of who ought to teach
teachers. The statement claims that this can and
does 'happen in schools of education that have a
resear emphasis. There is no .
ackn ledgment that this is not happening now
in many schools df education where educational
research has been intentionally rkmoved from
teacher education. As a result, theratement
does not suggest how research is.to be merged
into school practice except to emphasize and
fulsod more research in the institutiOns training
school teachers.

f
dFor all the emphasis on the

stbaccalaureate clinical approach to teacher
ucation, academic freedom is never directly
entioned by Smith. By implication, it is

accepted as it is defined in universities but
challenged as an impediment to the clinical
teacher education program he proposes.
Academic freedom is not mentioned in the
deans' statement; by implication it rightfully..
exists in educational research institutions.

Smith considers the community to be one
of the laboratones for the clinical training of
teachers. Consequentlyhe cites, as teacher
requirements, the abilities to Understand and
work with the conimunity. He fails, however,
to refer to institutional involvement with the
community. Di cussions about community
involvement are not treated in as mudfi depth as
academic preparion for the profession. The
deans' statement ma es no mention of ,

community relations.
,

s Collaboration between,schools and schools
of pedagogy is part of the clinical training
advanced by Smith. For example, laboratory
work and.seminars are to be conducted in
school settings. Again, the suggestion that
clinical training not be connected to graduatP .

schools implies Smith's pessimism that
graduate schools can collaborate to lhe extent
needed for his brand of teacher edhcation
program. The only reference to collaboration in

the dean's statement.suggests that collaboration
is a Major reason why the field service segment
of teaCher education is so energy sapping.

Although governance of the school of
pedagogy is not discussed by Smith,
administration of the "clinical coniplex"the
school of pedagogy and its laboratories
consists of contractual arrangements with local
boards of education and a council that includes
faculty members of the laboratories. The
governing structure of each laboratory is
described in detail, with a board of directors
composed of representatives of.teachers, the
community, and the university. Although
Smith's intent may be to open up the
governance procedure, the overwhelming detail
nearly obscures the intent. Since there is no
description of the governante of the school of
pedagogy itself, we infer that the school
possesses autonomy. In the deans' statement,
governance of teacher education and advanced
degree programs is to be handled by schools of
education.

For teacher training, Smith presCribes two
years of clinical practice beyond the bachelor's
degree. Granting time for training supervisory
teachers is prOposed in addition to allotting time
for school of pedagogy faculty to participate in
the program. Smith, however, does not touch
on the topic of staff development for teachers
once they're ut in the working world. Neither
teacher nor student teacher time is mentioned in,
the dean's statement. However. the deans do
mention the time demands placed on school of
education faculty. ostensibly a reason why
many are not involvedjn educational, research.

The use of research and its usefulness to
teaching practices are important concerns in
Smith's proposal. Smith takes aim at education
faculty who, he maintains, are applying few
research findings to the education and training
of new teachers. They are too busy telling
others what to do and not tending to their own
duties, he charges. His response to the
challenge of using research is a proposal for
clinical training. For it is in the,laboratories in
schools that the understandings gained from
research can be applied, he notes. To apply
research is the job of the school of pedagogy
faculty, who are expected to respond from a
range of disciplines and in an integrative,
multidisciplinary fashion. Teachers, however,
*have no role except to be recipients of such
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knowledge. "Wisdom" gained from.classroom
practice is referred to, but-primarily as
potentially misleading mythology to be guarded
against. Smith recommends that all educationaj
researchers get ,the same clinical training as'
educational practitioners. In sgitiort, research is
labeled a rich field in education, but one that is
limited to a technically trained few.

Research is the obvious focus of the deans'
statement, and the influence of educational
research iii the training of teachers is its major
concern. The general response to the research
challenge is to affiliate all teacher education
with research-oriented universities; beyond
that, little action is recommended. The display
of great respect for research is accompanied by

4r a correspondingly narrow interpretation of its
meaning: educational research is defined by
large-scale efforts, large dollar outlays:and
conclusive findings leading to rules for
teaching. The attitudes toward and actual
methods of ?nquiry are not disciased; in fact,
inquiry is not a feature of the docurnent.
Smith's proposal, on the other hand, is filled
with references.

In SmithVpfposal, dissemidation flows
from researchers tb).ractitioners with emphasis
on impartingeolarship and researeh to
teacher candeates through a clinical approach.
bissemination is to be accomplished, according
to the deans' statement, through teacher
training at schools of education.,LimitationS on
theory about research, deyeloprnentt and
dissemination are acknowledged, but no
alternative from the recent literature on
dissemination and demonstration is proffered.
Instead, they advocate the traditional
hierarchical, one-way communication system,
only with more emphasis on student teachers.

Public relations are not addressed in A
Design fot a School of Pedagogy. Smith's
document is written ,for and directed at internal
professional refor4 in general and school of
education reform in particular. While the
community role is alluded to and governance
procedures are spelled out, the idea of
informing the public is ignored. The deans'
statement does not refer to relating to the public
unless the governmental:klministrative
audience for whom this documnt is written is
interpreted as the public. t

Smith strongly emphasizes standards in the
baccalaureate preparation of teachers -

especially in their clinical training. He gives
considerable attention to distinctions between
principles, values, and clinical and academic
knowledge and theories in teaching, with the
clinical program placing stress on practical
application. By üsb iiindicators, illustrations,
and conditional stataknts, he sliows how
standards can be applied in clinical training.
Smith's discussions culminate in a "master
scheme of specific clinical knowledge."
Standards are not specified in the deans'
statement, bueit is clear that they should arise
from and focus on the conduct of educational
research. It is suggested that such standards
would restrict the number,of teacher education
institutions to ones emphasizing educational
research.

Smith expects that accreditation would be
a feature of the baccalaureate and the two-year
clinical programs. Plenty of information is
prbvided on how to develop quite specific
criteria for the accreditations. Accreditation and
program approval are key to the deans
statement. Accreditation would continue to be
c011egial and would be based 'entirely on the
quality and amohnt of research performed by
member institutions. It is argued that this
would, of necessity, reduce the number of
accredittd institutions considerably.

Funding for Smith's proposed changes in
teacher preparation is not directly addressed.
Although it may be assumed-that funds would"
come from student tuition and similar sources,
references to the medical profession may
suggest state subsidies for teacher training akin
to those for medical education. In the deans'
statement, funding woUld be needed to increase
the research capacity of select schools of
education. This funding,would come largely
from the federal government. Student tuition
would also enter in; however, it seems clear that
without substantial federal research grants, the
proposed improvements would be difficult to
achieve.

Developing Coherent Proposals
from Interesting Sets of Ideas:

School-Based InquirieS

What follows builds upon recent attempts
to emphasize inquiry into the practice of
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teaching. We have drawn response's to the 20,
challeoges from many disparate arid intetesting
works referred to in the references of this
report..Taken.together, these responses would
reform the piactices of teacher education and
staff development so that the preparation and
continuing education of teachers would more
realistically support school-based inquiry.

This analysis is included for four reasons.
First, to promote interest in an approach to
teacher edueation and staff developoient that
holds promise but that challenges current,
comfortable notions about educational research.
Second, to show how one might combine a
Variety of specific efforts into one set of
consistent responses to all 20 challenges. Third,
to stimulate others to continue to adapt these
separate efforts and to examine the possibilities
for making them into a cOnsistentqclear
proposal with a definite chance for being
adopted. Fourth, to reinforce the creative work
already underway in teacher education and staff
development. In its totality the analysis
demonstrates how the 20 challenges become a
framework for the synthesis of ideas not yet
fully integrated Into a single proposal. Let us
examine responses to the challenges one by
one.

are assumed to be necessarxtraits 'for those who
bngage in Critical inquiry. Professional literacy
is the ability to clearly explain the educational
practices one engages in, observes, or has been
Introduced to. Some of the devices used to
support analysis and interpretation of classroom
actions are audio and video aids, computers.
and synthesizers. This kind of i quiry aims to
bring an understanding ofeduca on, schooling.

- ind,1earning closer to actUal pra ice.
A third challenge calls for re

professional trarisi4ions. School-base inquiry
'advocates seek emphasis on transitions of the
experienced teacher. Thoughlhey acknOwledge
the transition from student to teacher, they
expect transitions to continue. They would like
to see recognition and support for accumulation,
of teaching experienceperhaps in transitions
marked by promotion to the status of "master
teacher."

A summons for continuous education
draws this reskonse: Continuity of education for
educators is a Must. Proponents of school-based
inquiry are almost all disenchanted with the
degree programs.of ;chi:Ns of education, their
parent universities, and the bureaucratically
oriented inservice progranis that most teachers
experience.. They emphasize the self-reflectitte
natureof continuous education and group
orientation for professional Clevelopment of
school staffs.

A call to action on maintaining democratic
values in education uncovers some interesting
comparisbne. It is an interesting corollary that
.the supporters of critical inquiry, also emphasize
the values Of democratic participationyMany

make specific suggestions for the training and
education of teachers that can better reflect
democratic values. School-based inquiry
proponents often are critical of current
educational institutions beause of a
bureaucratic intolerance' for conflict and the
difficulties encountered by teachers vTho want
to instill democratic values in their classroom
practice.

The challenge to ensure equal educational
opportunity invites a response. Since school-
based inquiry advocates focus on appmpriate,
fair distribution of classroom resources and
support to individual students,-they see this as a
strong challenge. Large classes work against
the ideal since there is no time to assess what
students ae learning. Another answer to the

We hegin with the challenge to focus on
schO,Ol as the wbrkplace. School-based inquiry
advocates emphasize the school but in a critical
manner. The Practical problems of teaching are
acknowledged and respected, but certain
features of the school, conditions of teaching,
and status of classroom teachers are not
assumed to be acceptable. Teachers would
apply critical analysis'to the work and work
environmem. There should be a close
connection between analysis and subsequent '
changes in action and circumstances. Gairthig
insight through experience, however, isnot
expected to be natural, easy, or simply a matter:
of acknowledged authority,. Rather, it is hard
work. Since schools of education are the
workplaces in teacher education and staff
de.velopment, self-analysis wouldalso apply to-
them.

,

Challenge number two is a call to` literaay
for educators. Response to this challenge

,indicates emphasis on liberal arts and the
philosophical bases for understanding. .

Thorosugh'acquaintance with the social,
political; and eonomic cOnditions of schooling,

.11
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challenge is to equalize the distribution of
professional resource. The opportunities of
teachers to engage in critical analysis. have
access to literature, and attend conferences are
few compared to their colleagues in schools of
education, Because these differences in
opportunity are exacerbatcd by the different
missions of schools and schools of education,
eliminatmg these inequalities,seems to call first

for a restructuring of missions,
TA3 make explicit the goals and missions of

C-auctition is challenge number seven.
Proponents of school-based inquiry start with'
explicit descriptions of what is expected from
students Goals are to possess understanding,

be capable of critical thinking, possess the
ability to articulate ideas. and participate in ,

dialogue. Sinceit is the teacher who helps them
attain these giials. certain explicit goals must be
emphaskd in the training of teachers. critical
thinking, intellectual productivity, participation
in interactive dialogue, and an emphasis on
philosophy, the liberal arts. fine- art. sciences.
andsmathematics. They note that meeting goals

of critical thinking and intellectual productivity
is extremely difficult without school support
and professional recognition.

Challenge number eight seeks to identify
who ought to teach. This kas not been a major
concern of the schooi-based'inquiry groups.
Instead, the challenge is turned around: to
ensure that ttiose teachers who can inStill

"'critical thinking 'in students, analyze their
classroom actions, and articulate the 'lessons

gained from piactical experience can continue
to have oppottnities to teach."Ceitical thinking
and analysis in teachers and teafher educators
should be attributts thafare rewarded.

A greater challenge is to identify who'
ought to teach teachers. The response to this
challengethat teachers ought to teach
teachershas some strange twists to ii. School-
basedinquiry proponents assert that the more
teachers learn through analyses of their-
'classrooms, the more they have to share with
other teachers; theiefore, the more essential it is
that they participate tn the dialogue on teacher
education. For example, when investigators are
challenged to articulate the approacht; process,
and results of an investigation, they also learn
more. Thus, the reVonse comes that students

also teach teachers. School-based inquiry
proponents describe the pool of eligible teacher
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educators as large, since critical thinking and
analysis are essential traits in a variety of
scholarly. scientific. and artistic professionals
both inside and outside academia.

The call to respect the academic freedom
of educators is niet with a direct response by
school-based inquiry a'dvocates They say
academic freedom becomes a significant
concern because it simply,is npt granted to
those who teach, in schools and is being used by

some inquirers to reduce the public's
participation in 'analysis and debate on

'educational issues. The challenge is to arrive at
a yrofessional notion of academic freedom that

applies to the entire educational profession. the
teacher-inquirer as well as researcher.
Moreover, we must acknowledge that
individual autonomy may not be the single most
sigruficant aspect of academic freedom

School-based inquiry proponents respOn4

to the challenge of communtty involveinent by"

maintaining that an analysis of the roles of the
community (and society) in education from'
economic. sticial.'and political perspectives
must be performed if we are to understand
processes and consequences. The community
must take part in the analysis Some school-
based inquirers are finding communities to be
more supportive of critical school-based inquiry
than schools of education. perhaps because it
serves the first and takes work away from the

second.

, What about the challenge for collaboration
among educational institutions? The point of
collaboration. in school-based inquiry, is to
share the opportunities for analyseS of
educational actions, circumstances. and
consequences. Yet it is only too apparent that
current definitions of collabofation restrict
critical analysis to school of education
personnel. (see Emrick and Peterson, Clark and
Amiott). A recent study reflecting on
collaborative experiences concluded that
meaningful sharing of opportunities for critical
analYsis and problcm-solving would require
considerable restructuring of missions. (Fox el
al.). Schools, for example, would have to have
educational research as one of their missions.

A sunimonsto action-on de'signing a
governance procedure for teacher education and
staff development reveals that most of the work
in school-based inquiry has taken place 'outside

normal institutional.channels Consequently,
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the governance challenge has not been
confronted. FOr school-based inquiry to be
effective, however. it wouldave to integrate
teacher education and staff,development and be
shared by Inembers of various educational
constituencies. Further, the energies of
governance would need to b'e devoted to using
inquiry to learn from classroom experiences
rather than to certification and cuthculum..

The call for reform on making.tirne
ayailable for further teacher education draws
this response: There must be redistribution of
the time made available for school-based

inquiry. To respond with, let us,say, a fey,/
hours per week for tealiers is not enough
without attention to role expeqations and
comparative time for school of edUcation
faculty. If. for example. serious inquiries in
schools of education require at least quarter- or
half-time appointments, the same standard
would be applied to serious school-based
inquiry In short. making time may tirst
necessitate negotiation between school staff and
faculty of schools of education and later
between school district administrators and
school faculty.

Challenge number sixteen summons action
on using research in teacher education and

professional deyelopment. The essential
response herc is to clearly define educational

research.4.Many-w141dve applied tradittonal
research to educational settings and who now
suppOrt teacher involvement in critical inquiry

Fenstermacher. Cronbach, Stake.
Stenhouse) are finding it necessary t6 redefine
educational etsearch. Critical inquiry opens up
dialogue about the theoretical nature of
practical inquiry, the treatment of research
results as hypotheses to be tested in other
circumstances, the flexibility of research design
and hypothesis testing, and the meanings of
reliability and validity. The point is not to set up
situations where certain types of research are
deemed acceptable or unacceptable but instead
to hold true respect for school-based iriquiries
into education practices.

The challenge to disseminate knowledge
about educational practices draws response'
from schobl-based inquiry advocates. They
note that research on dissemination is

'suggesting how important it is to understand
one's situation and educational context before
fundamental change can take place. The more
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educators know about their context and
situation, the more.they are capable of adapting
innovatio6 to their circumstances. Thus', local
inquiry into local educational practices may be
a prerequisite to general educational reform
Further. the two-wfy flow of information
between one classroom/school to other
classrooms. schools. and educatorsis a

required response to this approach. Some

professional networks do Currently exist fbr
school-based inquiries (such as the Classroom
Action Research Network sponsored by John
Elliott). but Much more work is needed to
support the movement of informatioom
schools to researchers.

Challenge number seventeen centers on
public relations, and some proponents of
school-based inquiry have used the approach to
better understand and respond to public -

pressures for "accountability (Elliott et al ).
What they are finding is that natural. informal
networks among teachers. students. and the
public are effective. Viewed from this
perspective, students become the most
important transmitters of information about
classroom practices. underlying philosophy.
and curricula In some instances, school-based
inquiry is being used to provide a better basis
for teachers to understand and respond to the
messages the public is getting about their
schools. Two interesting results of these local
inquiries are: (1) the public actually knows
more about their schools than it realizes or more
than is reported in the media, and (2) the
process of inquiry can change the nature of
interaction between the school and the public

Applying credible standards to teacher
education throws out a challenge to proponents
of school-based inquiries. Standards for school-
based inquiries would need to focus On how
inquiry is to be done and what sort of aetion
would be taken as a result of the inqiury. Given
the range of possible methods for conducting
critical analysis because It cuts across all
disciplines', a range of standards would be
expected. Also to be expected is a prospective
teacher's ability to deal with one or a
combination of these dil'ferenSAiethods, but not
with all. Students. however Should be exposed
to a wide range of processe. and applications.
Considering the range of pos:ibilities
conducting critical school-basL. 1 inquiries, we
might expect a common core ot nvestigative
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backgrouncrbstan1ards /0 ensure
commutation between teachers and other
educatori.

How to reform accreditation of continuing
education for teachers is a forceful challenge. A
"major response to irwill be to use critical
analysis as a basis for accreditation or approval.
Additionally, the evaluative process of
accreditation can be used to add to the
understanding and teaching capabilities of the
inVestigators. Because the process can be such a
powerful influence on the evaluators,
accreditation can be designed to influence both
evaluator and evaluatee. Participation in
judgments can be opened to a variety orpersons
who can benefit from the dialogue and then
applY the experience to their own work..In
many cases, this can be accomplished
informally. The challenge, hoWever, is to
design accreditation procedures that build won
'the recognition that investigation can
significantly affect the understandings of the
investigator.

The last challenge-is to appropriately fund
teacher education and professional
development. The response from school-based
inquiry advocates is that additional funding for
this effort may not be required. That is because
a reorganization of institutional missions and
professional responsibilities and a redistribution
of supporting resources would first have to take
place. For example, libraries would have to be
shared more equitably among Schools and
schools of education. Only aftelr sources are.
redistributed (by simulation and/a through
demonstration projects) canit be determined if

"additidnal funds are necessary. Start-up funds
may, in fact, be required but would serve as
inveslments in the future. It may prove more
post effective foicurricular materials to be
locally produced by school-based inquirers and
teachers. Since an Overall approach Rke,this
would respltin integration of resources of
schools and university departments of

educatidn, it is likely that funding would be a
cooperative venture.

Summary

In summary, the 20 challenges provide a '
framework for the analysis of teacher education
and stafFdevelopment. Illustrations have shown
how a 96nsideration of the responses to all 20

,ch es results in Apotentially rich
ex ma ion of the strengths and weaknesses of
particular practices of 'Proposed practices. Four
different kinds of analyses were illustrated:

the analysis of specific practices,
reflective recall of experiences,.
the analysis of public documents
..proposing reform, and
aveloping a coherent proposal from an. .
interesting set of ideas.

What this section has shown, through
example, is that a commdn framework can be
used for a variety of analyses, thotight, debate,

, and proposals on Ie reform of teacher
education and sta development.

These illus tions are intended to spur
further analyses of practices aiid reforms by
many more educators and citizens; they had
better not be the final word. If the necessary
range of analyse& and imaginative designs for
reform is reallf to develop, "however, it will ,
probably happe'll only through the public
support of interactive dialogue among teachers,
parents and citizens, teacher educators,

,

educational administrators, and educational
researchers. The following, section provides
some guidelines and suggestions for continuing
the analysis, reflection, and synthesis required
if ignificant reforms of teacher education and
staff development are to be achieved.
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SECTION 3

Guidelines for future Dialogue and .Action

Introduction

The significance of any challengethese
20 includedis gauged by how much it
stimulates action. This section of-the report
deals with action. We lay out somt concrete

.suggestions,p how to carry forward with the
analysis band subsequent reform of teacher
education and staff developnient. Our intent is
to encourage interchange and analysis by many
people who have a stake h how teachurs and
other educators are prepared and how their' education is continued.

The suggestions are directed at three
audiences:individuals and small 'groups who
need guidelines for analyzing the 20 challenges;
conference organizers; and conference goeti
who want to know how to maintain
communicatton once the conferences are over.

The suggestions move from concrete
examples on how to help individuals perform
analysis of current practices to how to set up
various kinds.of Conferences and how to
maintain a communication network linking

, activities of many organizations. Each activity
lays the groundwork for the next.step.

Conferences have been chosen as vehicles
for this movement since Carefully constructed
individual or group views need to be nared,

challenged, and reconstructed across
organizational lines if local or nationwide
refotris of teacher educatio'n and staff
development are to take place. Given the fact
that responsibilities for reforming teacher
education and staff development are badly
fragmented, conferences are the only way to
pull these people together and make reform a
collective issue.

Thus, this section is written primarily for,
those interested and committed to continuing
discussions and taking action on reform. Sof=
specific recommendations are offered on how
the results of these conferences can be
transmitted, digested, and Used. Sample
outlines and a worksheet are included for
conference discussion leaders, coordinators,
and individuals who will report conference
results to their colleagues.

Raising Questions in Response
to the Twenty Challenges

Responding to the 20 challenges is a- .

challenge in itself. Not only is it almost too 'big
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a job for one person or group to reply to all. but
it is natural to favor certain ones. 13ifferent
people view different challenges as critical.
which could lead to superficial discussion of
some. We emphasize again. however, that all
20 challenges are critical even though all 20
may not be heldjin the same esteem by one'
person or group. FoRrealistic reforms to take
place. all 20 must be addressed.

Some sample questions that need to be
answered when responding to the 20 challenges
follow. They serve merely as illustrations.
More questions can be raised.

Asking these questions forceg individuals
to focus attention and generate discussion tin
the meanings and issues raised byeach
challenge. We will conclude. thereford. with
guidelines for considering all 20 challenges
together with a view to creating entirely new
approaches to teacher education and staff
development. The reader may. at times. wish to
refer to the brief explanations of the 20
challenges found in Section One"

Challenge 1. To focus teacher education
and staff levelorpment on the school as a
workplace.

HOW has staff development improved the
working conditions of schools and who has
it worsened them?

CAN working conditions in schools be
improved without changing the role and
workin,g conditions of university schools
of education? Why or why not?

WHAT would be lostand gainedif
schools took primary responsibility for
teacher education?

HOW does the education of educators
'differ from the education of other
professions? Or does it?

HOW`ban some catsensus be reached on
what comprises good.torking conditions
of schoolsNs consenA irnportdnt?

.

HOW are the working conditions of
schools related to the working conditions
of schooN of educati6n?
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WHAT more can schools of education do
'to focus teacher education and staff
development on the school as the
'workplace?

HOW can we apply what we now know
about the work conditions of schools and
how to improve them? .

Challenge 2. To ensure the academic,
professional, social, and technological
literacy of all educators.

WHAT do we know for certain about the
relationship between the academic
experiences of educators and their -

eaucation practices?

WHAT responsibilities dOes the entire
higher educatith community have for
providing these educational experiences
for educators? What responsibilities do
schools of education have? What
responsibilities der school districts have?

WHAT are the consequences of current
requirements set by state and local
authorities? How can these requirements
be improved?

WHAT do we know for certain are
fundamental and critical educational
experiences for educators who work with
students? For what requirements are we
relying upon our best judgment? What
reqUirements are based on no evidence at
all? .

HOW can schools support and recognize
academic interests and pursuits of
teachers?

HOW can we determine' that relevant
literacy levels are held by educators?

H9Av can the literacy of whole schools be
addressed, rather than juSt individual
teachers?

Challenge 3. To ijecçgnize and respond to
transitions in clii development of
educators.
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WHY are there so few.professional
transitions for teachers'?

W.HAT can be done to make the transition
from student to teacher more consistent
with the demands of teaching?

WHY do So many professional transitions
Li in the field of education exist in

educational administration rather than in
teaching?

HOW can more appropriate transitions be
created for those who teach in schools?

HOW can staff development and teacher
education be used to provide more
professional transitions for the master
teacher?

HOW can staff development and teacher
education prosrams be judged for their
success in meeting responses to
professional transitions?

\ Challenge 4. To continue the education
.of the entire profession.

WHY do some educators have more
opportnnities for continuing their
edUcation than others?

HOW has our own education been
continued, and what has been the most
significant consequence of Mat educatidn
to our slvients?

HOW is a continuing education for
educators more tharvincreasing their own
knowledge base?

WHY do all educators need to have
opportunities to continue their education?

WHAT educational opportunities Of
teachers and other educators contribute to
the' educational experiences of students
and why?

HOW can schools of education be .

structured to support the continued
education of educators?
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HOW can the understanding gained from,
protessional experiences be recorded,
shared, ancrecognized in the education of
educators?

HOW would you portray the continued
education of educators'? As continuous,
cumulative, and progressive learning
experiences or as penodic, disconnected
times of regeneration?

Challenge 5. To maintain democratic
values in education.

WHAT are the most fundamental
democratic values in our society that can
be expected to be exemplified in schools'?

HOW can we bring these important
democratic values to the students'
experience of schooling?

HOW are teacher education and staff
development currently supporting
fundamental democatic values?

HOW are certain educational roles and
institutions responsible for the way that
democffitic values are experienced by
students'?

HOW can accreditatitm, program
approval, and certification be based, in
part, on the demOcratic values instilled in
students?

Challenge 6. To ensure access and
educational opportunity for children, for

edUcators, and for schools.

WHAT can schools and school staff
realistically be expected to do'to provide'
equal access and educational opportunities
to all students? How can their'
responsibilities,be supported by teacher
education and staff development?

HOW do schools of education affect the
current status of the educational
opportunities of school educators?
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WHAT role can authorities other than
schools and school districts play in
ensuring more equitable distribution of
educational opportunities for all students?

HOW MUCH must the pursuit of ati
equitable distribution of educational
resources mean reducing the access of
some in order to better balance the
resources available.%) ill?

WHAT are fundamental features of an
equitable distribution of educational
resources in the United States and how can
this be accomplished?

.ARE current staff development policies
improving access to educational resources
or creating larger inequalities?

Challenge 7. To make explicit the goals
and missions of education.

WHAT are the goals of education and how
are they supported.by the missions Of

teacher education and itaff development?

/
ARE the schools asnd school of education'

issions in st.aff development and teacher
e ucation effectively differentiated for

- reaching educational goals?

WHO should be involved in making the
goals and missions of education explicit?

HOW shoulecopflict on goals and
missions be resPected and dealt with?

WHAT ee the relationships between the
goals and missions of schools and schools
of education and the practices of teacher
educition and staff development?

4

Challenge 8. To identify who ought to
teach.

WHAT criteria, if any, would we ,use for
deciding wh6ought to teach if we relied
onlypn current, scientifically proven
charhteristics and educational
backgrounds of teaehers that could ensure
the quality,taching,of students?

9

ARE the answers to this challenge ,
relatively universal, or are they specific to
the local setting?

WHAT are some of the more serious
mistakes-that have been made in
responding,to this Challenge in the past,
and how can mistakes be guarded against
in the future?

WHAT can be learned from the current
efforts and research to produce credible.
valid, fair, and effective procedures for
evaluating teacher performance?:

HOW can the licensure of teachers be
effective)y used to respond to this
Challenge?

SHOULD the institutions thai train
teachers determine who ought to. teach?

Challenge 9. To identify who ought to
teach teachers.

CAN schools of education be expeeted to
provide the range of persons with
characteristics critical to enhancing
teachers' educational_experiences?

WHY has this not been considered a
significant challenge to the educational
professiodin the pastand are there some
circumstanceS that make this challenge
more significant nOw?

CAN this challenge be-responded to
without changing current distribution of
organizational and professional
responsibi lities. in education?

HOW does the organizational structure of
schools of education restrict the responses
to this challenge?

SHOULD the same set of characteristics
apply to tea'chers of teachers as apply to
teachers? Why or why not?
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WHAT are the fundamental aspects of
"academic freedom" that.must be (
protected?

WHY is academic freedom necessary for
all educators'?

WHAT are the consequent responsibilities
of those educators who now enjoy the
protection of academic freedom?

ARE there different kinds of academic
freedom?

IS it possible to defend academic freedom
and at the same time encourage
programmatic cohesiveness and reform?'

Challenge 11. To involve the community
in the education of educators. -

IS this a challenge to provide educators
with specific skills, or is it a challenge to
change the assumptions, beliefs, and
attitudes of educators

HOW is it possible for the community to
be Involved in teacher education programs
as they now exist in schools of education?

HOW can current decision-making bodies,
resources, and procedures be used lo
support and encourage eomm unity
involvemenj in teacher education and sta
development? Should new ones be
created?

HOW does involving the community in
teacher education and staff development
differ from involving them in the
schooling of their children? Or does it? .

WHXT can community members teach
edudators that may be essential to the
quality education of students?

HOW can the comihunitybe involved in
the decisions on teacher education and .

staff development while also recognizing
the substantial specialized knowledge and
educationnecessary to be an effective
teacher?
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Challenge 12. To ensure that the
insfitutions included in our educational
systems collaborate.

HOW can schools of ediication and
schools be expected to collaborate in
teacher education and staff development as
their missions are now defined?

WHY is collboration between schools
and schools of education, at present, the
object of so much rhetoric but so little
effective action?

WHAT, precisely, are the obstacles in
operating procedures and institutional
rewards, that now hindet effectilit
collaboration between schools and schools
of education?

CAN local strategies be expected to .

respond effectively to this challenge? Or is
it necessary to responci in, 0 way that cuts
across educational institutions and local
lines?

WHAT do Teacher Corps and Teacher
Centers, teach us about effective
collaboration between sChools and schools
oT education?

WRY is collaboration between institutions
so-essential for teacher education and staff
development?

WHO is responsible foT collaboration
between schools and schools of education
now?

Challenge 13. Tol design alover : e

procedure for teacher education and sta
development that i consistent and
practical.

SHOULb educational governance
continue to include three separate
responsibilities for teacher education, staii
develoPment. and school practice?

SHOULD.tite governance of teacher
education and staff development be a
national responsibility?
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IF a new governance procigure were to be
developed, who should be involved in the
development and how should it be done?

WHAT should be the relationship between
the governance of teacher education/staff
development and judgments of its
performance through accreditation and
program approval?

WHY are the current ambiguities and
complexities of governance in teacher
education and staff development rational
resiOnses to competing pressures and
interests?

Challenge 14. To make time for teacher
education and staff development.

HOW is it possible to make time without
significantly increasing the costs of
education?

IS the information we now have abourkthe
time and timing necessary for staff
development being applied effectively?

HOW do educators now take time for
educational experiences? How much of
this time is actually spent in the
educational activities themselves? How
effective is it in terms of student
experience?

WHAT would it take to develop a more
equitable distribution of educational time
and teaching time within the entire
profession of education?

WHY is "educational" time and "direct
teaching" time so inequitably distributed
between schools and Schools' of education?

HOW can educational resources (librariel,
publications, computers, special
consultants, support personnel) be made
more easily accessible, to teachers and
other educators? ,

HOW on technology be used in a cost-
effective manner to support educators'

, involvement in educational activities?
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SHOULD time and the opportunity for
engaging in educatidnal actions be
adrèssed for a whole school as well as for
in ividual teachers?

Challenge 15. To nie research in teacher
edue ation and staff development.

WHO benefits from educational research
as it is now performed?

WHAT are the important questions that
must be answered about teacher education
and staff development, and which bf these
questions can be addresSed by research?

'HOW can research on teacher education
and staff development be stimulaltd to
continue the recent increase in emphasis?

WHY is it a different challenge to
introduce into educational practice a)
products and understandings Of
educational research, b) processes of e
educational research, and c) attitudes of
educational research? ,

WHAT are the biggest barriers to the
effective use of research in educational
practices?

WHAT can other professions teach
educatoirs about keeping professionals
informdd of the latest state Of the artand
to what extent is education a unique field?

WHAT does "research" mean in the field
of education? Does it mean more
certainty? Universal acceptanceof certain
practkes? Best bets? Or "hypotheses to be
tested in future contexts"?

WHAT do approaches to educational
investigation such as Elliott's "action
research," MacDon d's "democratic
evaluation," and St
evaluation" have to
integrationOf r
educating s

ke's "responsive
Cach us about the

t'o the 'practice ofearch i
eifts?

WHY do in educational
research look a re earch as an opportunity
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for reflection"! classroom adaptation
while others look at re earch as a way to
provide prescriptions?

HOW can participation in research be
incorporated into the work of more
educatorsespecially teachers?

HOW can the misapplication of research
be guarded against?

HOW, specifically, can teacher education
\and Staff development be designed to
better accommodate educational research?

Challenge 16. To disseminate ekperience,
knowledge, and understanding of
educational practices and their
consequences.

WHY is it harder to instill newly gained
_understanding,into practice than to do the
research?

WHY is it necessary for the targets of
dissemination toicnow their own
educational practices and contexts? How

.

can teacher education and staff
development help?

WHY is the research, development, and
diffuSion (RD&D4e not working in
education?

HOW can alternatives to the "center to
periphery" model used in RD&D be
created for education?

IS lack of dissemination in education a
communication problem? To what extent
is it an institutional problem created by the
differences in professional roles?

WHO are the critical persons to be
involved if dissemination is to serve the
education of students? How is their'
involvement going to be supported?

HOW can the recent discoveries about the
need for continued contact with an
involvement in dialogue about the
dissemination issue get integrated?
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HOW çn technology continue to be
in order to contribute to school

acc to information and dissemination of
professional practices from schools to
schools as well as-to other educators?

HOW can an educational language be
developed that is more generally
understood and clear While eliminating
chances for abstract. rhetoric?

HOW can educators be educated so that
their theories of practice can be
anticipated,.understood, considered, and
reco'nsidered as they teach?

Challenge 17. To inform the public about
'the role of teacher education and staff
develoPment in the education oftheir ,

,children.

HOW can public relations become a
significant feature in the education of
educators without it becoming an image-
making "Madison Avenue'lenterprise?

WHAT have we learned from the
"accountability" movement and from
educators' respons e? to that movement that
can be applied here?

HOW does the public know about schesols
in general and about their own local
schools more specifically (their children's
schedules, what the courses mean, the
teachers' educational philosophies, the
expeciations of the school, the
productivity of their children and other
students)?

SHOULD relating to the public mainly be
-a responsibility of school administrators?

WHY do schools of education have a
special responsibility to communiCate with
the pulllic while other universitrschools
may. not?

HOW does the economy and the public's
relationship to industry, business, and
government influence how the profession
relates to the public?
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Challenge 18. To apply credible
standards to teacher education and staff
developmeat:

SHOULD we expect all standards in
teacher education and staff development to
have Oositively'demonstrated
consequences on student performance?,
Why or why not?

HOW should student,performance be
understood? Should standardized test
scores be used,or some other measure?

ARE current standards that are applied to
teacher education and staff development
counterproductive, to teacher. performance
and subsequent student performance?

HOW do current standards relate teacher
performance to student perfdrrnance or
teacher educator performance to teacher
performance?

HOW can we set standards without
reducing the possibilities for creative
development of new and effective teaching
practices?

WHAT good is a standard that cannot be
reliably assessed? WHAT good is a--
standard that can be,reliably assessed but
which may not be related to teacher and
student rformance?

WHAT should happen if a set of standards
for tea er education and staff
dev pment cannot be easily attained?

'WHAT are the underlying beliefs and
assumptions that have led to the current
standards of teacher education and Staff
development? Are they applicable now?

Challenge 19. To accredit and approVe
teacher education and staff development
programs in a manner consisteid with the
other challenges.

IMPOW can the benefits of.NCATE be built
. upon and the liabilities reduced?
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WHAT is the fairest way to reduce the
numberof accfedited institutions of
teacher education?

GAN or SHOULD staff development
programs be accredited?

WHAT 4,the Consequence of accrediting
teacher preparation programs without
accrediting, staff development programs?
Should advanced degrees in education
serve the same purpose as accreditation in
staff development?

HOW can the investigative process used in
program approval and accreditation be
applied as an' educational experience for
the investigators?

DOES education geed a national
accreditation process? A national program
approval process?

HOW are accreditation, program
approval, and the quality of education
experienced by students related? Are they
related at all?

HOW can the political as well as
professional aspects of accreditation and
program approval be addrested?

HOW can forms of accreditation be
developed that reflect the spirit of the
responses to the other challenges?

Challenge 20. To fund teacher education
and staff development appropriately.

ARE the past funding patterns of teacher
education and staff development
appropriate for the educational challenges
of today?

HOW much i-s spent for teacher eduCation
, and staff development; and how much is

actually appropriated?

CAN the differences in costs between
teacher education in schools of educati n
and education in other professionaPschoolS
within universities be defended?



COULD redistributing responsibilities and
reclassifying pay schedules throughout the

/educational profession be cost-effective or
cost-beneficial approaches to teacher
education and staff development?

SHOULD funding the professional
education of educators be a responsibility
of the indivrclual educator, local citizens,
the state, or the nation? 4

HOW can the responses to these other 19
challenges to teacher education be
realistically funded? Do these-responses
imply more funding, a redistribution of
curient funding patterns, both, or neither?

ARE the current funding levels of teacher
education and staff development cost-
efficient in the long run?-

Suggestions for Future.
Conferences

Here are a few suggestions for groups or
individuals to go about determining their
priorities amongst challenges and to link them
with priorities that others favor. It is important
to realize that others have favorites, but to go

_beyond this requires understatItirwhy certain
challenges are favored. At the same time, there
must occur a joining of priorities and a
discovery of different.ways for all 20 challenges
to be nierged and result in proposals for
reforms.

Here is a simple way to start. Look at ttie
list.of 20 challenges to teacher education and
staff development in Seetion r. Stop and think
if you have any particular favorites. If you are
not sure, try a little test. Put each challenge on a
separate card and then arrange the cards in order
of priorities'. Pick out any cards that seem to
you to be the most crucial, interesting, or
significant challenges. Then look atthe
favorites you Iitve seleeted, and determine if a
particular reason or underlying set of values
explains why you chose them.

Some people may pick certain challenges
that they often encounter in their jobs. FOr

example, a state school officer may choose
governance, time, research, standards,
accreditation, and funding as the most
significant challenges. For other people, an
underlying set of values helps steer theeto
their selections. If, for instance, a person chose
the challenges of school as the workplace,
democratic values, equal access and
bpportunity, who ought to teach teachers:and
involvement of the community, he or she may
be strongly influenced by how the values of
equity and fairness impinge-on the role of
education in society.

There are two points to be made here. The
first is that most of us have favbrite challenges
becauseof certain reasons or values which we
refer to as a perspective toward education°
Second, different people may favor different
sets of challenges because of differing values,
experiences, and concerns. We suggest that
dialogue should take place where individuals
compare and contrast their favorite challenges
and the reasons behind their selection.
, One interesting lesson was learned from

the original conferences that bears on this point:
It may belar easier for a group to discuss these
20 challenges than to discuss the perspective we
bring to education. There is enough variety and
flexibility in the possible responses .to these 20
challenges that considerable. negotiation can
take place and eventual agreement be reached.

Eventually, there myst be a focusing on
the linkbetween the 20 challenges. This can be,
an exercise in logical progression such as
'linking standards to accreditation, for example,
or research to dissemination.

It may best be done by consfdering
responses to the challenges and then finding
linkages in the.responses. Let us look at hn
example. Two favorite challenges are to focus
on the school as workplace and to use research.
Consider possible responses to each of these
challenges. A posible response for focusing on
the school, for example, is to restructure
schools and schools of education so that they
can better work together. 4,possible response to
using research is to redefine occupational roles
so that participation in research is attainable and
expected of all educators. With the abstractions ,

stripped away, it may now be possible to link
the responses to these challenges in ways that
were not apparent before.
, The same process can continuelinking ,
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the responses to many more challenges. For as
we consider others' favorite challenges and
other creative responses to these challenges, we
may discover more linkages-than we ever'
imagined. As we hear more views expressed
and as more favorite sets of challenges emerge,
we gain abetter sense of how to formulate
realistic and effective reforms. The more
challenges address'ed and the more linkages
identified, the closer we will be to a significant
reform of teacher education and staff
developm t.

These ggestions take for granted that
future conferences will draw participants from a
wide spectrum of educational and
noneducational groups. We should;xpect
conferees to possess different perspectives
to hold very different responsibilities.
Therefore, the next section lays out some
concrete suggestions for designing and holding
confe ces in which the 20 challenges to
teac r education and staff-development can be
ebated and responsive actions designed by a

diverse set of constituencies.
SuggestionS will be Made for two different

types of conferences: formal and informal. An
informal conference is one,hi which there is
information exchange. Af rmal conference is a
policymaking gathering. Ju ging from the
experiences of the conferencè on which this
report was based, a variety of Interesting and
provocative conferences can be designed.

and

Using the 20 challenges n informal
conferences. In general, info al conferences
are set up to share or geifte information.
Informal conferences on teacher education and
staff development can be designed for a variety
of purposes, including understanding Others'
perspectives, forming and developing
perspectives, searching for new responses to
specific problems, critically analyzing thd
strengths and limitations of current practices or
proposed alternatives, or searching for areas of
significant conflict and agreement on possible
reform. Major aims of informal conferences are
to introduce More creativity and better
understanding into the arena of reform.

Although we may hope for a light
atmosphere that promotes interaction at
informalconferences, this does not lessee the
need for structure. It is vital to set up agendas in
advance and to establish mechanisms for

periodic reporting to participants. Do not
overlook ways to keep participants engaged in
the issues once* conferences have Come to a
close. Here are a few brief examples of how the
20 challenges can be used in various kinds' of
informal Conferences.

. An information-sharing covference field
to find out where agreement exists and
why. Each participant states his or her
general perspective towards education,
in less than flve minutes and then
identifies his or her favorite.challenges
and why the favorite challenges are
considered to be critical. Incliide
specific responses to these challenges
that appear most useful. Each
participant takes a turn. Then compare,
contrast, discuss, and analyze the range
of challenges identified, the responses
constructed, and the conflictsor lack
of themrepresented. Report the
results.

A conference in which experiences
would serve as the basis for analysis.
Here; the 20 challenges serve.as d
framework for experiences to be related,
compared, and discussed. Each
participant, educator and noneducator

ke, reflects on his or her own
educational experiences in teacher
education and staff deVelopment and
relates the experiences in,terms of how
the 20 challenges either were or were
not mqt. As a group, identify to what
extent the educational experiences are or
are not shared. Analyze, as a group, to
what degree responses have been.met,
emphasizing the educational
experiences of teacher participants:
Report on the implications to future "

reform of teacher training.

A conference designed to search for
more common agreement on a particular
approach to teacher education and skiff
development. Identify a particular
approach to teachPr Pdlicntinn nrid staff
development currently being used by
conference participants. Each
participant prepares an independent
analysis of this approach, based upon .



the responses of this approach to the 20
challenges. Retaie these,analyses. Then
compare and contrast participants'
analyses of this approach to teacher
educa-tion and staff development.
Discuss differences and agreements. See
if you can arrive at some specific
recommendations for improving this
particular approach.

A conference employmg critical
analysis with a view to building a base
for designing a new approach to teacher
education and staff development. After
introducing a number of different
approaches to teacher education and
staff development to participants, form
subgroups to analyze each approach in
detail. Each subgroup then prepares a
critical analysis based upon the
respon,ses to the 20 challenges For each
approach, include recommendations for
improving the response to a challenge.
Report on these analyses of separate
approaches. Discuss and analyze the
respective strengths and weaknesses of
.eash approach Identify common
'strengths tind 'weaknesses. Report on
these analyses and distit.ss ways to
capitalize on the trengths of.these
approaches.

4 A conference held to develop better
responses and find.a more agreeable
approach to teacher education and Staff
development..Start with the 20
challenges..First develop an individual
and then a group response to'e'ach
challenge. M e these responses
detailed an as innovative and satisfying
as you cans Record the detailtd set of
responses t4 all 20 challenges reacbed
by the gro p. Then search for
approach s to teacher education and
staff development that beitfit the
responses to these challenges.
Determine to what extent a combination
of approaches needs to be integrated if
these responses arc to be made. Discuss
whether a whole new approach may,
instead, be re9uired and how this can be
accomplished.
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A conference called to foster .
understanding of each others' views.
priorities, and concerns and how these
conceals do and do not get addressed in
teacher education and staff
development. Each participant states his
or her general perspectives on
educational purpose, practice, and
context, making it as coherent and clear
as possible.. A random participant then
tries to draw implications from the first
person's perspectives by (a) stating
those challenges that may be favorites
and (b) relating the responses to those
challenges that may tie necessary to.
carry out the stated perspective. Allow
the first person to reply. Discuss the
range of perspectives expressed and the
challenges and responses for the reform
of teacher education and staff
development. .

A conference convened to develop a
more solid base for designing new
approaches to teacher education and
staff development. As a group, discuss
those questions under each challenge for. c

which you consider more infOrmation to
be necessary or desirable before new
responses can be designed. After doing
this for each of the 20-challenges,
determine priorities In cases where More
information is needed. Discuss how this
information can be gained, including
who-can carry out the search and how
the search will be conductectand
supported. Discuss_hOw results will be
shared. Report the results as
recommendations for research on
teacher education and staff
development.

Using the 20 challenges in. formal
conferences. Formal conferences are
policymaking events. The purposes of
convening them should be to determine a course
of action, to draw up specific position
statements', to agree on significant issues that
need attention, or to deal with information
sources. The intent is to exert leadership in
order to change the course of teacher,education
and staff development. ,

Formal conferences may precede informal

r
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conferences, whereby participants decide on the
purpose.zcontexf. and aates of informal
gatherings. Or they may follow informal
conferences; in which case participants take the
infoimation generated and mold it into
directives for change.

Since dialogue will be.a part of formal
conferences, the meetings should be tightly.
structured and well planned. Build in-time for
deterMining priorities, raisling and discussing
issues, directing resources, reporting the ,

results, and keeping the constituents informed.
The 20 challenges can be as yaluable to

formal policy-oriented conferences as they are
to informal, informalion-generating
conferences. In fact, without full consideration
of all 20 challenges, future policies may be
based on misunderstandings and prove to be
ineffective.

Here are a few examples Of how the 20
challenges may be used in formal cOnfereives
aimed at reforming the policies of teacher
education and staff development4

A conference designed to reach
endorsement of aciions. Each
participant prepares and identifies (a)
the most significanr challenges and (b)
the best possible responses for
reforming teacher education and staff
development. Present, compare.;
contrast, and discuss. Determine if a
consensus can be reached on the best
possible responses. On items where
agreement can be reached, draw up
endorsements and decide how to
proceed in order to ensure that policies
support these responses to the
challenges. For those challenges on
Which no agreement can bb reached,
recommend and distribute res'ources to
encourage further research, dialogue,
analysis, and group interaction to
promote consensus.,

A conference convened to draw up

specific pasitian statements. Consider
curient public policies toward education
in general and toward leather eduqion
ancbstaff development more
specifically. Decide Which nf the 20
ehallengeS are addressed by these
policies an4 how responses are
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determined by them. Come to
agreement on which'policy is necessary,
desirable, and valid for the reform of
teacher education and staff development
and which is not. Recommend that
certain policies belhanged. Devise a
plan of action for change.

A meeting in which groundwork is laid'
for action. COnsider all 20 challenges to
determine which challenges need the.

` Most work. Then distribute
responsibilities for developing thei
responses to these challenges. Plan for
informal conferences and other actions
that may b'e needed to address the
highest-ranked priorities. Include a
stateme% of purpose and a designation
of who should participate. Decide how.
these conferences are to be supported.
how the information generated is to be
shared, and how meeting results can
contribute to significant reforms. Set up
a timefine and a definite procedure for
accomplishing those goals. Assume that
this may -be a long-term process
spanning ten years or more.

A conference to determine agreement on
significant issues that need attention.
Take current laws, policies, and routines
of a stale, and analyze them in terms of
those challenges addressed and -

responses developed. This 'can be done
for a number of states individually and
then compared. Determine the measure
of agreement on the range of challenges_
addressed and the responses endorsed ,

and limited. Discuss and endorse
specific changes where possible.
Recommend more analysis and design
of new laws, policies, and routines
wbere it appears to be necessary.

A conference that addresses a particular',
.problem. Take a specific current ..

problem related to teachereducation and
staff development and, zero in on it. For
4xaniple; take recruitment and
Maintenance of math and science
teachers in high school or accreditation.
Consider those policies that determine
current responses to the problem..
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Decide what policies neal to be changed
and how. Analyze how these policy
changes may affect current responses to
'all 20 challenges. Then decide on
particular policy changes that can bettei'
respond to the particular problem
without significantly limiting the
responses to the other challenges.

A ,conference that deals with
information sources. Collect
information from previous informal
conferences. Comflare, contrast, and,
analyze the range of responses
developed at those conferences.
Determine to what extent policies exist
or can be set to integrate and support the
responses. Set policies for specific
actions to be taken. Identify areas that
need considerably more work in order to
make the responses practical.

A conference aimed at policy,
negotiation, and reform. Consider the
responses to all 20'challenges reported
'In earlier informal conferences as well
,as their recommendations made for new
responses. Determine which actions can
be.taken now and.which need more
work. negotiation; or critical analysis.
Makeoplans to continue negotiation .

where reform is necessary but where
differing perspectives prevent formation.
bf a,§ingle approach to teacher education
arid staff'devtlopment. Devise ways to
promote dialogue at the local, state.
regional, and national levels on the topic

of reform. Determine how to convert
this dialogue into specific decisions,
policies, and actions. Make sure this
happens.

No mention has yet been made about the
timetable for formal conferences. They may .
range from periodic meetings of several days,
duration spread Out over 'a number ormonths to
single conferences concentrated into two or
three days.

. Two kinds are encouraged. One is a local
meeting.of various representatives of
organizations convened for the purpose of
redirecting local policies on teacher education
and staff developMent. The second kind-
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includes state and national conferences that
draw representatives of diverse groups for the
purpose of coordinating policy and reforni
actions. The reason we emphasize the
interorganizational nature of formal
conferences is that in order for significant
reforms to be enacted, there must first be -
forums for policymaking: conferences confinbd
to a single organization cannot hope to make a
direct influence on state or national reform.

In short, without both formal and infornial
conferences taking place around the country
dealing with issues of teacher education and
staff development, efforts at future reform will
be elusive, incomplete, and ineffective.
Whether the meetings are directed toward
policy formulation or toward generating more
understanding, participants can expect to
benefit from ding the 20 challenges.

If these conferences take plac,e'as planned,
educators and citizens can be optimistic that
decisive reforms in teacher training will
transpire. put the optimism must be tempered
by the extent to which information and policies
generated hy these conferences is reported out,
shared, and maintained. The next section will
point out how conference results can be
recorded and communiciated.

Structure for Reporting Future
Conferences

This report is meant to be a source for
future participants at conferences on teacher
education and staff development. If future /
conferences take place with,conferees using this
report as a guide and the 20 challenges as a f
framework for analyzing and planning reforms.
then this report will have reAulted not in a small
step, but a great success.

Stmething else is needed, however, if
these conferences are to generate debate,
understanding, and eventual reform. A
communication network must be established to
report back to colleagues on the results of these
conferences,

Thus,, we conclude with a sample format
for reporting conference results as well as a list
of contact persons in each organization

n
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represented in this prbject. Additionally, wd
briefly refer to the information-collecting role
thht will be assumed by the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Teacher Education. This is a
rudimentary beginning, but,it does demonstrate
the seriousness of purpose that must be brought

to such an ambitious undertaking as therekorm
'of teacher-education and staff development

tile United States.

Format for reporting conferences. A'
sample conference report form is shown. It can
be used to cOncisely record key information
aboin conferences. The first part establishes the
zontext: conference date, location, number and
affiliation of participants, arid.leaders.

Three more items shtould be filled oat: the
name, address, and'phone number of the person

to contact for further information; tile Purpose

of the conference, and'the proposals, practices,
or experiences analyzed (if applicable).

Contact people are important foc spreading
information on conference results. Stating the
specific purpose (or purposes) of the conference
helps others identify how the conference may
be used for their own purposes or plans. We
.suggest you designate formal or informal
conferences. The purposes of informal
conferences are to understand others'
perspectives, form and develop coherent
perspectiveS, construct new responges, perform
critical analysis, identify areas.of agreement
and conflict, or design a new approach io
teacher education and staff development.
Purposes for formal conferencd include
developing new policy, endorsing specific
actions, issuing position' statements, or forming
agreements on policies.

Identifying the.specific practices or
proposalsthat were analyzed and discussed in
the,conferences ran prove helpful, especially if
people would like to obtain copies of the
proposal.

After the context is identified, move on to
"process" information. lAiis part of the form
pinpoints the.foCus of the conflence. Three
questions nced to be answered. The responses
should be kept simple and direct. The questions

are:

Which of the 20 challenges were
addressed? circle "all," or the number that
corresponds to the nuniber diSeussed. (See

section I for Challenges .

What questions were raised? Be brief.
Record critical queSti?ns'that were raised
during the discussions. Identify each question
by the challenge or challenges for which it was
raised. For brevity, refer io the challenge by
number or by a short word identifier.

. .
What responses were suggested? Again,

be brief. Perhaps conflicting responses arose
during the conferenceS without resolution. That
fact is important to report.'Key,the res)ionse(s)
to challenge natrber(s) or short word

ide ntifiers.

The last part of t1;e form is for recording
conferdnce results: the lessons learned, the
judgments made, policies stated, or reform

actions taken.
By "lessons learned," we mean

information or understanding generated in the
conference about conflict and agreement on

teacher education issues.
"Judgments made" refers to specific

decisions or general assessments made in the
conference If a particular proposal were
analyzed, for example, and judged to be too
limited except for its referral to standards, that
could be reported here. If a S'pecific practice
were analyzed and responses to"certain
_challenges found to be particularly well done,
that too, could be reported here.

"Policies stated" refers primarily to I

formal policymaking confererices,.but it could
include policies suggested if it is reported as
such. Results of a policy statement or
recommendation, of.course, could prove
valuable to others considering reform.''

Some conferences may result in actual .

reforms. For example, a particular school
district may have rewritten job descriptions for
teachers; a school of education may have
created a job slot in order to encourage better
responsiveness to school faculty requests for
_professional development and support services.

Record those actions here.
The next-to-last item refers to future steps

planned. IT therconference was an information-
gathering one, forexam 1 ; and specific plans

were made for a formal' cy conferencetO
take place in the future. eport that. Similarly,
record any actions taken t6TthTher support these'
actions. For persons interested in building upon
the contribution of the conferences, this may be
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-Challenging How 'Teachers
Are .Edueated

Conference Report Form

Context of Conference

Date _Number of Participants

Participating Groups (and number for each)

Contact Person Conference Leader
(name) (name)

(address)

(address)

Purpose of the Conference

Proposals. Practices, or Experiences Analyvel

,

Process of Conference

I. Which of the tweniy challenges were addressed? (circle as appropriate)
all #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12
#13 #14 #15 #16 #17 #18 #19 #20

1,27What questions were raised and for which challenges?
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3. What actions were suggested as responses to which challenges?

Results of the Conference

Lessons learned

Judgments made

Policies stated or recommend&

4 V

Actions taken

A.

Next steps planned

Requests for action oi,advice

;
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valuable for developing their own strategies for
re form. ,

The last item of the repoit form may be the
most important. It allows conference

,

participants to request information from others.
Participants may request information on
relevant and current research, for example. Or
they may simply ask a question like, "What do
you do when agreement is reached on all the
challenges but funding?" Alternatively, they
may ask for advice on how to get support for a
particular action, once there is consensus on the
issue. Or, perhaps they need ideas on how
others respond to eparticular challenge.
AttentiOn to suchrequests by conference
reporters may be the most significant factor in
continuing communication and building
effective and practical reform.

One final suggestion is that the form be
filled opt at the end of a conference and shared
with conference participants. This assures
accurate reporting of their views and consensus
on what was accomplished at the conference as
well as what remains to be done.

Contact persons. Eight organizations

/ participated in the conferences that prompted
,this report Below are the names and addresses
of contact persons (plus the U.S. Department of
'Education) who have agreed to share
information about what their organizations are
doing to address the reform of teacher education
and staff development. Written requests for
informatiorithat go beyond the materials.and
reports noted in the references can be addressed
to the following persons (in turn, these contact
persons would appreciate reports on future
conferences):

American Association of
Colleges

for Teacher Education
i

David G. Imig, Executive Director. Suite 610,
One Dupont Circle, N.W , Washmgton. D.C.
20036

Joost Yff, Senior Project Director. ERIC
Clearinghouse on Teacher Educatidn, Suite
61D, One Dupont Circle, Washington. D.C.
20036

It
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American Educational
Research Association

William J. Russell, Executive Director, 1230
Seventeenth St., N.W.; Washington, D.C.
20036

David C. Berliner, Professor of Educational
Psychology, College of Education, University
of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721

American Federation of
Teachers

Marilyn Rauth, Director. Educational Issues
Department. 11 Dupont Circle, N.W .

Washington, D.0 20036

Myrna Cooper, Director, New York City
Teacher Center Consortium. 260 Park Avenue
South, New York, NY 10010

Association of Teacher
Educators

Robert J. Stevenson. Executive Director. Suite
ATE, I900Association Drive, Reston, VA
22091

Council of Chief State School
OffiCers

Patrick Martin, 'Director of.Dissemination,
Suite 379, Hall of the States, 100 North Capitol
Street, Washington. D.C. 200'01

National Association of State
"Boards of Education

...1

Phylhs L. Blaunstein. Executive Director, Suite
526. Hall of the States, 444 North Capitol St.. .

Washington, D,C. 20001 ,

Cathlene Williams, Information Services,
Coordinator, Suite 526, Hall of the States. 444
North Capitol St., Washington, D.C. 20001

°
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National Education Association

Sharon Robinson, Director, Instruction and
Professional Development, 1201 Sixteenth St.,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

Robert M. McClure,,Program Manager,
Instruction and Professional Development,
1201 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036 .

National School Boards
Issociation

Eve Shepard, Manager of InformationServices,
Suite 600, 1055 Thomas 'Jefferson St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20007

National Institute of Education

James P. Steffenson, 1200 Nineteenth St.,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20208

Role of the ERIC Clearinghouse on
Teacher Education. The ERIC Clearinghouse
on Teacher Education would like to receive
reports from future conferences on the reform
of teacher education and sthff development and
will evaluate each for possible inclusion in the
ERIC docudient file, Resources in Education.
Reports of future conferences on the reform of
teacher education and staff development should

be sent to: ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher
Eslucation, Suite 610, One Dupont Circle,
N.W.,*Washington, D.C. 20036.

Thus, steps haye been taken for continuing
communication between different organizations
and constituencies on the reform of teacher
education and staff development. A reporting

e

format has been created for efficient, if brief,
reference to future conferences held on the
reform of teacher education and staff
development. Names of persons vim can be
contacted for more information about their
respective organizations' efforts in the reform
of teacher education and staff development
have been noted. Finally, a central
clearinghouse has taken the responsibility to
receive records of these conference reports and
to add those meeting ERIC selection criteria to
the ERIC collection.

Summary

In the best of worlds, we could hope for
more to be dons. No agreements, for example.
have yet been reached for continuing
conferences at the national level. Other
organizations and constituencies beyond those
represented by the original eight have not been
formally contacted, although the Educitional
Forum has been apprised of this report and its
recommendations. More important, we cannot
be sure if this report, indeed, will stimulate
discussion and concern by the rank and file of
our respective organizations to the extent we
think necessary. However, some arrangements
have been made to ensure that if future
conferences are held, it will be possible to
report them efficiently and to be sure interested
parties obtain reports upon request. In this way,
it is hoped, tbe efforts spawned in the original
tonferences an$1 developed in this report can
continue. The causes of teacher education and
staff deveropinent and the mark they make on
"the education of our young will then be served
well beyond what couldhave reasonabfy been
expected in that meeting called to order on
December 18. 1981.

5;3
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Appendix

How were the 20 challenges identified? The
following answers this question by describing the
planning' meeting and the subseqtient three
conferences from which the 20 challengesand this
reportwere formed In addition to answering hOw

-the 20 challenges were eventually identified, we
hope that this description also gives a sense of what
conferences on the reform of teacher education and
staff development between participants of many
viewpoints could look like. The aim of participants in
future conferences should be similar to the aim of
participants in the conferencerepOrted here: to
improve the educational opportunities of students
around the country. By looking at how participants in
this set of conferences pursued this aim. we can learn
a great deal about how to condua conferences that
will continue this dialogue and lead to reform

The planning meeting and the three conferences
will'be deschbed hi their natural order, followed by
descriptions of some lessons learned by particip`ants
about the nature of the conferences and of their
involvement. The descriptions conclude with
recommendations made by conference participants.

The planning meetipg, December 1981. The
meeting on December 18. 1981 was.a planning
meeting for future conferences. The intent of the
conferences was to discuss a recently completed
ev'aluation study Of Teacher Corps. a national
program in teacher educatidn and staff development
that was to end in June 1982. after a 17-year
existence. In the planning and di ussions that led to
the three-year. $3 million Teac Corps evaluation
study. It had been suggested by penented
evaluators and representatives of educational
organizations that such a study would be useful to the
extent that thelssues raised in the stud,tokvere publicly
debated by members.of the profession at large and by
representatives of the citizenry. A forum of interestece
observers. in fact, was built into the Teacher Corps
evaluation.contractibut after two interesting
meetings, thC forum was abandoned by the contract's
federal monitor. Thus, this planning meeting in
December 1981. Initiated and funded by Teacher
Corps. was seen as a final possibility for stimulating
a national debate on Teacher Corps' programmatic
performance

With this hope for public dialogue, and with the
assumption that staff development and teacher
educanon held critical issues for education regardless
of the fate of the Teacher Corps program. a proposal
was vtkitten in October 1181 to the director of
Teacher Corps and to the prograni's immediate
supervisor in the Department of Education. The
stated.purpose was "to engage specific professional
organizations in analyzing the results of the 'reacher
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Corps eValuation study to their own policies from
their own frames of reference." The rationale given
was that the cost, scope. and intent of the Teacher
Corps program and Its evaluation study would be
enhanced by a relatively inexpensive set of meetings
by national education organizations

An eventual 14-page document added four
specific expectations for the participating
organizations to:the original purpose and rationale for
these conferenCes These expectations were

I. to state where the participating organizations
are on certain issues around staff
development and teacher education.
to analyze and judge what the experiences of
Teacher Corps have to say about those.issues
chosen and positions expressed:

3 to engage in public dialogue about their
positions and their resultant anaN of
Teacher Corps experience: and

4. to reshape Or reinforce these positions
through such analysis and dialogue.

included in the document were a number of
concerns and issues raised about teacher education
and staff development This document was the focus
of the December 18 planning meeting for the project
titled "Agendas for Teacher EducatiOn."

Those attending the planning. meeting included
officers from each of nine organizations. Eight
organizations agreed to participate in the
conferences: the American Association of Colleges
for Teacher Education (AACTE). the American
Educational Rosearch Association (AERA). the
American Federation of' Teachers (AFT), the
Association of Teacher Educatorl t.ATE). the -1

Council of Chief Stite School Officers (CCSSO). the
National Association of State Boards of Education
(NASBE). the National Education Association
(NEX). and the National School Boards Association
(NSBA) (One association:the American
Associatiomof School Administrators, chosi a

representative who was unable to attend the first
conference Subsequently, the association decided
not to participate in the remaining conferences.)-Also
in attendance at the planning conference were four
members of the Agendas advisory coRmittee. Jim
Steffensen. the Teacher Corps initiator of.this
project. Joost Yff of AACTE and the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Teacher Education, and this unter

During the course.. of the planning meeting. two
worrieS came to light. For one, participants wanted
the issues to be raised and dealt with more by way of
discussion and resulting analyses of the meetings
than by mewls of an externally imposed structure.
What was most exciting about the potential of the
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prqposed conferences, they repeated. was the cliancc.
to discuss their respective views about their
constituents' roles in thc proccssiqfteacher education
and staff development.

Secondly. thc officers Wantqd to know more."'
about the nature of the report that was to be generated
from the conferences. To them, the report had a
considerable risk if, for example. it reported a point
of view as a policy or misrcprcscntcd a statcment.
They restatcd that the chance for unique debate was
too good an opportunity to be missed. or to be stifled
by fears of thc public consequences of published
statements. .

The first conference, 'they suggested, should
accOmplish three things: It should start everyone out
with a common base of reference It should build
trust among the participants. It should allow thc
participants to develop a set of issucs from the
discussions around the Teacher Corps evaluation
study reports.

Thc upshot of this was that the-advisory
committee scrapped thc original plan. They decided.
instead, that the first conference should consist of
discussions revolvigg around the Teacher Corps
evaluation study. They planned for participants to
begin developing their own scts of issues stemming
from their discussions of the Teacher Corps
evaluation study.

Conference one, February 1982. The first
confcrcncc was held in the conference rooni of the'
Amcrican Association of Colleges for Tcachcr
Education on the sixth floor of n building
overtookinQupont Circle in Washington. D.0 ft
was a large room with tables placed to form a
rectangle and cxtra chairs located along onc outsidc
wall for a few invited visitors. Near the door was a
table stacked with piles of thc recent studies
sponsored by Teacher Corps. Heaters were noisily
blowing undcr large windows that revealed an early%
February day in which snow and sleet alternated with
a brighttblue sky. Microphones were spaccd around
the tables between every two or three namc tags.
After introductions and presentation of an overview,
the participants turned to the busincss at hand, a
discussion of the clarity, relevance, and implications
of cach of the four volumes of thc Tcachcr Corps
Evaluation Study. During thc discussions on thc first
day of that conference, more than 160 separate points
were 'raised about tfacher education and staff
development and their tie-in to prcscnt-day learning
environments in the nation's classrooms. Satoples of
these points include thc following:

"When you go to teachers with a 'needs assessment,'
you gct a great variety of needs, but what do you do
with that to go beyond the simple and usually
ineffective workshop approac \"

"There are so many different kmds 'of 'education'
Career education, vocational education, multicultural
education. There are dozens How do you get all these

Integrated into the classroom? There are difficulties
when there is no practical-support, such as materials

"How do you bring school people and the community
together when they are separated by social distance as
well as phystcal.distance? Who is the community.
anyway') There arc many subgroups to any

community

"Staff development means to me developing school
board members, superintendents, state board

members, principals, not just teachers

"We must loQjc atWhere-the budget cuts hit, (Of
example o aff development. in fiscally limited
times."

'Inservice can bt something other than the education
of teachers: It can. for example, bt an interactive
model of exploration and problem solving techniques
which have, in fact, been proven to be effective

"I am disappointed in the treatment of the
multicultural theme in this evaluaiion of the Teacher
Corps program These are real problem§'In our
context, and we have not received much direction'
here."

"Research must be out in limbo, because school
boards have no information when we are making
policy We're not being Contacted at

Generally, thc first day was filled with
considerable frustration. Thcre were many views
expressed, but it was not dear whcrc a discussion of
them would ledd. Participants wcrc developing a
sense of themselves while trying to articulate
perspectives and analyses of the problems, concerns.
and social contexts of teacher education and staff
development. Although thc discussions wcrc
extended, pointed, critical, questioning, and
informative, they weren't heading in any
direction

Many of the concerns were ones that had
recurrcd in thc education profession for more than
years. Yet, that did not mean that thc problems had
disappeared. In thc words of onc participant, "Does
that mcan we don't do anything?",Another said -that
such discussions sounded abstract and academic,
they lacked substance 'Why don't wc just state
what thc realities arc? We're not drawing enough' on
thc experiences wc have. Any eventual solution will
have to rdy on a better,,,fit of our programs and ideas
to the [ratifies as we arc Xperieno them." That
led to a more engaging. intense dis ssion. Here arc
a few. examples of that lively interchange.

"It's been suggested that the kids aren't learning,



'well enough One of the realities !would suggest is

that we're too caught up with packaging, images.

formalisms Whether we call them competency

based testing. or whether we call them teacher staff

development. ot whatever, we're investing tar

more in the labehng thi"vse are in the action I

don't think that's an empty challenge for ourselves

We've got to find ways to reward the action and to

lessen the reward for formalism, that is, for plan";

rhetonc, and presentations that take an awful lot of

energy and don't seem to produce actual

engagement between teachers educators and

teachers or between teachers andkids

"Another one of the realities I think we have to deal-

tvith is our inabtlity to establish who is actually
responsible for seeme to it that kids learn Back
when your daddy got usy pulling corn, and sent

you down the road to IFat school. he did two things

He assumed that the teacher would take some of the

responsibility for seeing to I; that you learned, and

what responsibility the teacher didn't have he had

himself And who was responsible for seeing to it
that you learned, that was well defined. And slowly

over the years I think we've gotten away trom that

point considerablytoday it's a difficult question.
to really place the responsibility anywhere. at which

level does the responsibility he in seeing to.it,that

the individual child really learns what society

expects him or her to learn

"I think some people feel that teachers are in cahoots
'with a system or sonic establishment that is designed
to keep people from opportunities I think that's an
issue You know. %%hat we are doing in teacher

education to help teachers'deal with that I think
they make political decisions in kindergarten And I

think they ought to know that, and we ought to teach

them that

"Since the Havinghurst reports and others, we've

had the notion of schools and teaching as a sorting

function, putting some into thtrmiddle classes,

keeping some out As far as my knowledge of

sociology goes. from that day on, we had a.,(...lear

view of the gatekeeping function of the teacher

Now, in the 40 years since then, people have

addressed the issue that teachers have to learn the,

crucial role they play about sorting because they're

preventing people front access to the goods of

society Given that context. I need to know. and I
have no an.swer to this, why hasn't that filteredih.

so that 40-years later you're saying people need to
know that I agree it hasn't happened. okay,

teachers are still ignorant of the vrucial sorting role...

they play And I want to know why

"One of the realities that I see in teacher education is

(

the orientation to degree programs as opposed to

starting early on with an expectation of a lifelong

, continuing education And when there have been

effortsfon the part of institutions to break away front

a degree onentatton, we have gotten in trouble

five accrediting 'associations, with other quality

control operatioAs because they, too, have the image

that a formal kind of program is better than a

continuing informal relationship among thy
people

The discussion continued. At the close of the
second day, seven areas of concern, adapted partially
from the,document and taken partly from discussion.
emerged (see Table l). These seven topicS became
the focus of the second conference held in April.

Between conferences one and two. participants
submitted to the advisory committee a list of three
issues they considered to be the most crucial to the
seven areas of concern But no original thoughts
emerged Committee members realized also that
official publiwatements.would not be readily issued
ftom the participating organizations.

Grappling with how to dasima successful
second conference, thc committee came up with
some new ideas. They knew they needed something
to help shape discussions, continue to excite
participants about their mission: and begin to
challenge them to speak from their organizations'
perspectives. They decided to ask four,simple
questions for each area of concern.

What Should it be"
Where are we now?

. What should be done" ,
What are the constraints?

Conference two, Ajril 1982. This conference,
(held, as was the third conference. in a hotel meeting
room near Dupont Circle) differed greatly from the
first meeting. From the outset, the meeting had more
focus. discussion was more cohesive, laughter was

more frequent, and interchange was more natural and
on target.

The better part of the morning session was spent
responding to the four questions as they related to the
first area of concern. The group leader used a large
easel with newsprint pad to record responses.
Participants soon began to realize that, as lively as
the discussions and Interchanges were, they weren't
moving fast enough. To speed up the process, tlfey
decided that the second and sixth areas of concern
were basically the same. They also identilid certain
questions as more important for certain areas of
concern. The morning ended with a lively exchange
on certification, accreditation, program approval,-
and the evaluation of teachers.

In the afternoon, thc pace continued to pick up.
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TABLE 1

Seven Areas of Concern
(From Conference One)

1 . Function and Form of Teacher Education: The specificity of purpose, the focus on the

clientele, the appropriateness of the design of teacher education as it is currently formed and

performed by educational institutions

2. Experience of Staff Development by Teachers, Pupils, and Others: Inservice, staff

development, and training as it is experienced (or not experienced) by teachers, ultimately by

children, and hopefully by other educators in their professional and personal contexts

3. Certification ;ind Evaluation: Program approval, accreditation, certification, and evaluation
(and recertification) of teachers, of teacher performance, and of staff development progranis

4. Societal Inequities as a Mission of Teacher Education: The social missions of teacher

education and staff development, particularly to reduce inequities, to respond to minority

cultures, and to improve the educational opportunities'of students from low-income

communities

5. Public Support and the Involvement of the Community: The support of teacher education and

staff development by state, profession, and public, and the involvement of the community in

staff development and teacher education programs

6. Using Staff Development to Improve School Programs: Staff develqpwnt as the identification

and communication of "good bets" for solving local educational prohrms, as an inexpensive

and potentially imaginative way to improve schboling

7. Developing a Supportive Professional Climate: Using staff development and reforming teacher

education in such a way that the satisfaction, status, and recognition of teachers is improved and

the elitism of the rest of the educational professiOn to teaching is reduced

Several more areas of concern.were thrown open to
discussion: public support, the involvement of the
community, and the use of staff development,to
improve school programs. Some of the greatest
differences of opinion were expressed about the

nature and extent of current public support.
The discussions were self-critical, positive, and

revealed conflicting views. Yet they suggested a
range of possibilities for action. The group had
developed a sense:of camaraderie and attained a

degree of control over the course.of discussions. At
the same time they were able to display respect for
others' views mid to build upon them. Participants
were clearly exhilarated by the experience.

Toward the end of the second morning, all
seven areas of concern had been discussed and a .

number of points raised about what should be, what

is,' what should be done, and what constraints exist.
Sheets of newsprint listing the different viewpoints
were taped to the walls. The group decided that the
next step would be to consolidate their viewpoints
into three lists: What should be in teacher education
and staff development, what should be done, and
what arc the constraints to doing what should be

done.
Twenty-three statements for what should be

were constructed from about three times that many in
the initial lists. A consolidated list of 20 constraints
'was similarly constructed. A third listof what
should bc donewhen added up contained 71
specific actions. The lists were not ranked according
to priority and consensus was not required on the

items.
The last order of business of conference two-
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and a real challengewas for the group to list issues
to be raised in the final report. In less than an hour
the group compiled a list of 22 issues (later reduced
to 20) that captured the range of views expressed
about the goals, actions, current conditions, and
restraints regarding reform in teacher education and
staff development.'

By the close of conference two, the participants
had transformed the original intent of the
conferences: to make public the views of each
organization toward specific issues in teacher
education and staff development and to draw from
evaluation studies of the federal Teacher Corps

program. The new intent was to create a more solid
base for future discussions about teacher education
and staff development, for policy formulation, and
for strategies of change that would result in
improvements in how teachers and other educators
are taught.

Conference three, May 1982. At the third
conference, conferees devoted most of their energy
to the 22 issues (that final list assembled during the

second conference) and a draft of the report They
wanted a publication with a constructive outlook that
emphasized working together for improvements.
They also expected it to generate further dialogue.
Furthermore, they wanted the document to
acknowledge the larger context of teacher education
and staff development: that school reflects society.

After critiquing the draft report. participants
grappled with the 22 issues and a way to classify
them, They had to resolve whether the issues were
aims, realities, or means for reforming teacher
eddcatión and staff development. For example. is .

school as the workplace" amaim, a means, or a
reality? It is all three, the group decided. Alternative
classification schemes were suggested, discussed.
and discarded. The group eventually concluded that
devising a classifying system at that juncture would
be arbitrary and counterproductive to the wish to
prontote-Vore discussion.

The group worked at whittling down the number
of issues. They tried to cut the 22 .tiown- to 7 or 8
basic issues. but this proved to be too simplistic
However, two pairs of issues were combined to make
a total of 20. These became the challenges presented
in the report.

The suggestion for more than one report was
voted down since there was a definite consensus that
a single document was needed as a common base for
the diverse professional interests represented in the
room. A major purpose orthe group was to

N encourage a sense of cohesion and integration of
views as much as it was to serve the particular
interests.of each organization.

dt was getting late in the afternoon and a break
was taken. After the break. a few more attempts to
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reduce the issues (vi,hich now stood at 20) were again
rejected, which began,to suggest further practical and
conceptual problems. Were all of these equally
important? How could they all be discussed in one
document? Aldn't a prioritization be useless
because of so many different opinions on the
priorities?

One participant suggested a test to see whether
the 20 issues could be treated independently: Ta
the 20 issues and look at themagainin the light
of the six areas of concern Arrived at during

conference two. For which area of concern was an
issue essential? Reasons for including an issue in any
of the six areas of concern did not need.elaboration.

For example. someone suggested that
"democratic values" are an obvious issue in the
function and form of teacher education Another
suggested they are essential to certification and
evaluation Still a third person suggested they are
essential for addressing societal inequities through
teacher education. and for public support and
involvement of the community.

Instilling democratic values is an issue relevant
to improving school programs through staff
development and vital for developing a supportive
professional climate. To someTarticipants' surprise.
the resolbtion of this one issue was crucial to all six
areas of concern.

Another issue. "school as the workplace.'! was
given the test. and it, too, was shown to be
fundamental to all six areas of concern. This test.
unexpectedly. was demonstrating that each issue was
critical to each area of concern (See Table 2). It was
now late in the day. and the testing by participants
was conducted with much banter and hiih spirits.

The 20 issues, it had become quite clear, had a

common significance that had not shown up in
conference two. Conferees felt these 20 issues could
become the central focus of further analyses and
dialogue on procedures of teacher education and staff
development. Each issue. they noted, is essential,
and together they provide a much wider perspective
and outlook on the maintenance or practical reform
of teacher training and staff development.

The final day orconference three was one of the
continued analysis of the practical aspects of the 20
issues. Time allowed for only a few of the 20 issues
to be discusId in terms of actions that could be taken
by participa ts' respective organizations and
constituents. For instance, in discussing the "shool
as a workplace" issue. representatives of schools of
education began with a critique of their allegiance to
the education profession at large. That triggered the
following discussion of state formulas for funding
student teacher supervision.

A "A related issue is the formula for allocation for
schools of education that do solidi-vision. They arc
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TABLE 2

Matrix of Issues and Concerns
( rom Conference Three)

A two-dimensional matrix was made up of:

(A) The 20 Issues

I. school as-the workplace

2. aca.demic, professional, social.

technological literary

- 3. transitions
4. continuing education

5. democratic values

6. equal access, opportunity
7. explicit goals. missions '

8. who ought to teach
9. who ought to teach teachers

10. academic freedom

11. community involvement

12. collaboration

13. governance

14. time .

15. research

16. dissemination

17. public relations

18. standards

19. accreditation/approval

20. fundimg

,(B) The Six Areas of Concerrt,

function and form of

, teacher education

. 2. certiffcation and

evaluation

3. societal inequities as

a mission

4. public support and
involvement of the

community

5 using staff developnienj

to improve programs

6. . developing a supportive
professional climate

The conclusion: All 20 issue S. must be addressed when considering

each of the six areas of concern

\

treated in the same formulas in my state as if they
were Edglish professors. with sometimes 15
students in the held supervised by one professor
and tam would be called 'one chiss.' And a's not.
And that has to do with formula allocations."

,
13. "'If we could have the university see..the school as a

workplace for the university professor. I think the
formula situation.would be helped out. But
administrators at universities sometimes don't sec,

..
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the elementary schools as being the workplace of
teacher educators. Some state departments set

approval standards that speak to that In Virginia.
for example. you have to have a two-to-one ratio or

maybe a one-to-one ratio

C. "Or we must create a system where you don't
disturb anyone else's peace regarding Ells and
such, but rine where collaboration receives a
separate or a different kind of reward Like I think



you had with Teacher Corps . . another kind of
funding, another kind of financial stnicture
(without disturbing other departments)

D. "I worry about things that are not pan of the
mainstream activity When you talk about extra
funding for collaboration, then it looks like that's
not the ordinary activityit is not expected from
the department, from those people I think that it
should be expected We should work to make it be
that way . If extra pay got built in as pan of the
departmental budget for collaborative activities.
then ihat would be good ."

The most heated debate in six days of

conferences occurred thc morning of this last day.
The issue was standards. participant from a school
of education suggested that the ultimate criterion for
approving teacher education programs should be thc
performance of thc students of their gradtiates. The
following an excerpt from that debate, beginning
with the person who initially raised the point. .

A "The ultimate test is wliat the student knows, not
what the teacher knows If we speak abourhow to
assess the success.of a teacher training program
without looking at how the graduates pertornim
the classroom, we arc not making much progress
The issue is not just the formation of standards but
how we apply the standards. Kow the apprmer
organizations rate or fail to rate. Decisions to open
or to close certain programs ought to be made on
the ultimate outcome, which should be pupil
'achievement I'm not sure how I'd go about doing
this, but we ought to at least raise the question

B: "But people pursuc questions like this, and then
we educators have all sorts of doubts and anxieties
It's not an empirical question There are no data

C. "I'd be a little concerned about this from the point
of view of our school of education People will run
out and see where our Itudents are assigned or have
been working ed whether or not thc sltdents with
whom they're working have achieved a certain
level 'I'm hoping they will, but I would be
concerned about using that only Isn't there some
other way that we cr ensure that our teacher-
education graduates are competent?"

D. "A big danger to me is that we're asking you to be
responsible for your graduates after they're no
longer under your influence Nciw we could

measure,their competence when they leave you,
but ydu can't.

E. "Competence is an awful notion. Since so much of
the teacher's learning we now understand takes

placer during those first couple of years. and co
m5ny of the,problems of the profession occur
during the first couple of years. It seems a silly
notion to certify theni on the end of a degree
program

`,
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F. "But the college doesn't have any role in making
the decision you just implied

E. "But it could easily, it has program-approval ft
can change the notion ol the program The program
could be seven years. four in the college and three
outside Really. dcould be done tomorrow if our
colleges choose ''

13' "But the point is that it's almost a moral or ethical
question As a teacher I can be responsible for the
fact that I show up. that I engage the students in the
curriculum that I'm supposed to engage them in.
thal I use good practice And the next level is to be,

the`children sitting in the seatr And I might
have some responsibility to s'ee that they're seated
there And the third leveJ would be. I want them to
like it, that is, be enthusiastic about it So somehow
you're going to make Ore responsible for their

havtng certain interests. And the next level would
be that in elass they learn something. that they

actually do what I'mtrying to teach. And the last
level might be that when they apply for a Job. they
spell correctly on the application form Now, in our
culture we tend not to hold people, hot even
parents. responsible for the behaviors or thoughts
of sons and daughters because we have sonic kind
of faith about individuality, or maybe it's a

recognition ot the orneriness or persnickety-ness 01
individuals to have their own thoughts and have

their Interests and motivations So it seems to nie
that if teachers use standard practice. good
practice. that's whsre the responsibility ends

'a

F "But it's also a legal question because you cannot
secure damages from anybody in this society in
terms of malpractice unless you can demonstrate
that the practice has been 'trial.' bad. You cannot
suc a doctor because your spouse dies, you can only
suc if hc or she used Inappropriate procedures and

that resulted in the death You cannot sue a teactier
because the child didn't learn

B: ''I guess that's what I'm arguing

G. "There are a lot of other constituents who impact
on pupil achievement, too The teacher could
possess all the good practice in the world, and if
the principals didn't create the proper school
climate of if a school system or state legislators

didn't provide funditig for necessary resources
Teachers aren't in it aloneyou have
accountability across the board

E hard to hold a teacher responsible I think, if I
may interrupt for a moment, when studying

evaluations and research, this issue goes over and
over about where do you stop when you talk
teacher effectiveness. Is it the student's

achievement') I and my colleagues try to back off
from achievement as the outcome measure that
teachers are responsible for and talk about a process
measure, a reasonable proxy for achievement If
we can find classroom variables that for the most

*P G
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part have sorne predictive validity, that predict
achievement, the teacher' ought to be responsible

for those l don't want to hold a teacher re;ponsible

for student achievement, but if I have prows that

are iii some way predictors ot student achievement,
I ought to be able to hold a teacher responsible It

has to do with basic fairness in this issue of what's
'mar in the malpractiCe issud The 'mar is not
following practices that are known to lead to
achievement If a doctor does not clear a wound
vyith an astringent or something, he's guilty of
some crime,.lf infection occurs it's a separate issue,

it's the use of the doinfectant that's the issue And I
think the same thing is true in teaching A teacher
who spends 16 minutes a day on mathematics is not

going to get achievement These are the proxies.
these are the indicators Thc way to rephrase that is
to relate-standards to teacher behavior That's

tair "

A "And to teacher attitude

E "Well (laughter)

A. "You think behavior reflects attitude

E "Well, I don't think you can tap it as easily

A "But I think you can because, see. I think that you
can behave, you can have children spending their

time on task, but I think that you can do other
things to them that will still cause them not to
achieve, not to learn,' even though

E "Well, then, what you're doing to them must be
behavior. Well, 1 mcan tf it's not communicated
it's not behavior But it has to be communicated
You're thinkingof the expectation literature Okay.
I don't really care what expectations people hold, I
care what they communicate In that sense. re§

only the behavior that really matters, and that's
why I would use the term teacher behavior

H. "I'm a bit disturbed by the discussion. . Is there

a role for Ammons which train teachers beyond
graduation? And if so, what is that role? How far
beyond graduation should there be a responsibility'?

t sense

B. "We're warranting our teachers up to two years or

10,000 hours'

F "Whichever conies hrst9" (laughter)

B. "I'm serious The persons in our agriculture
education program offer a followup kind df
inservice to their graduates with seminars,
Saturday morning meetings That is really ideal

and helpful And I think.that kind of practice or role,

we should fill more It's voluntary. People don't have
to come to the Saturday mornings, but a lot of them

do And it isn't crying, it's enlightendd, let's work on

it together
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H "I tkfink the initial observation was very brave and
courageous As the discussion has moved along,
however. I've gotten the feeling that probably you
t*,..:Lthem in. do whatever you do with them,

'graduate them, and whatever happens with them
afterwards, it's up to state departments, state
boards, schoorboards, vihat have you I've gotten
kind of disenchanted with schools of education."

B. "But here's the analogy, as I see h It'd be as
though you said that a law school ought to be
accredited if its graduates win the cases I'm saying
that you can be a good teacher and the students

might not achieve, the pupils might not achieve

F "The problem is that it's listed under accreditation
!don't think anybody's objecting to the fact that we

need to ((valuate programs and their effectiveness

But there are only certain things that accrediting.
agencies can do They, I would thuds, can in*
sure that their graduates have certain conmetencie's

Then you get the whole accountability issue
burgeoningliut into being the responsibility of
various groups after that because it's not just
teachers who have to be held accountable but a

wh le range of people within this process, And
that s omplex issue

H. "The implication of what I am saying is that any
approving organization after appropriate
observafion. research, or whatever you want to call

it, would have to take a look at what is happening
to youngsters who are being taught by people under

the standards which they have approved. Are the
kids achieving'? This is not a witch hunt, but if it's
found that kids don't achieve, then to me it
becomes incumbenrupon the approving
organizations to reexamine the standards vich
they have formed for the teaching of kids

E. "To what purpose9 To change the teacher behavior

in the classroom, Right?"
;

H. "To ultimately affect changes in the behavior of
the youngsters

E "But the immediate goal of finding a lack of
achievement would be to change the teacher's
behavior, what teachers teach, the cumculum, or
something about the nature of the classroom

H "Well, if the standards which have been approved
seemingly have not improved the achievement of
the youngsters or modified the behavior of
youngiters. then ft seems to me the standards ought

Au be looked at very closely. Maybe they are all

right, maybe there are some other factors. But we
must mit pressure on the approving organizations
not just to give a stamp of approval and forget
about V And this gOes on and on and on

E "We're talking about teacher background, about
teacher education and staff development, Those
have an impact on teachers' classroom behavior.



'It's what the teacher is doing in the classroom that
affecty student behavior in the classroom We often
confiiund achtevement and student behavior and
I'm trying to make a distinction here because I
think achievement is a separate event. These are
things a teacher ought always to be responsible for,
and what people ought to hold teachers accountable
for is their behavior and.the student behavior in the
Classroom

- I "You're eilking about discipline

E Well, discipline, learning en;ironment, vrhen the
kids are doing process-oriented activities versus
learning a fact It's what the teachers do and,what
the students do that I think we nyust pay attention
to Because teachers should be responsible br w hat
kids do in classrooms That strikes measdair I'm
not sure that it's a direct link between what teachers
do in classrooms and student achievement I don't
want to hold teachers responsible tor this I want
my research to be strong enough to say that

behaviors of this type lead to that, so that I can then
hold a teacher responsible for those behaviors

H "-You convince the public ot this r
B "Well, the public is convmced in terms 01 medical

doctors and lawyers It a medical doctor said. I
guarantee that I will cure you ot X,' he would be
labeled as a quack in the conununity

"This is how the public perceives, unfortunately,
what we do with kids in classrooms That we're
qdacksAve're tailing youngsters

B "The thing 1s7 we have two different words teach,

and learn You don't learn people things.3,ou teach
them things

A.""And you teach them it they don't learn

B "Sure
-

E "A teacher ought to 6e responsible lór teaching
, Now they ought to be using the best of the

A. -'I don't see how you have teaching without

learning But anyway, listen, I want to agree to
teacher behavior and student behavior, rather than

prolong the conversation, because I think my point
is that I would yust like to see us in this whole

activity at least address the issue of the outcome ot
the whole process being in terms of the child, the
learning Of the children, rather than Only in terms
of what we're putt g into the system and what
we're doing as t
approver organ i

looking at this
and department

signiticant part
organuations

her educators And I think the
lions arc where we should start

think we should look at schools
ol education, but I think a

this starts with the approver

.

As the ieader can e. there was no final
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agreement and much remains to be debated. A listing
of 20 challenges does not and cannot obliterate
conflict and disagreement. What they can do is form
a common base for future discussion of teacher
education and staff developm'ent among the various
kinds of educators represented at the conferences.

As the last meeting adjourned.. purtkIpants-
expressed regret that the experience_was ended but
showed considerable optimism about ways in which
their, own organizations and constituents could -

continue the dialogue they began. The advisory panel
then met briefly to discuss the schedule, format, and
focus of the final report. The members reiterated the
importance of the report as a study guide for internal
rank and file analysis 6f teac'her education and sta4
development. Aeremphasized the critical rqle that
the 20 challenges would play and suggested that
some parts of the outline not yet di.cussed (such afi
using the challenges to analyze proposed alternatives

to teacher education) not be forgotten The panel alo
repeated the previous day's request for an upbeat and,
posiw.re mtroduction Considering these two clan of
disedision and critical analysis of the draft, they
sdggested that a new outline of the final report be
prepared and shared with all members as soon as
possible.

A week later, a new six-page outline based upon
the discussions of the third conference was sent to
participants. It took considerably longer than that to
complete a full draft of this report. In the new draft. -
"issues' became "challenges," and this Nview of
the conference was lidded.

Lessons Learned

As the conferences clearly showed, talk is not
'enough. nor was it the main purpose of the

gatherings Rather, actiOn was the final goal The-
next step. therefore. is for many other educators to
have thetchance to engage in dialogue about these
issues. Without such opportunities for

interorganizational dialogue, it is clear that little
policy will change or action result

By looking briefly at these agendas
conferenceslwhich are the models for a future set of
discussionswe can learn a great deal The
participants, a typical cross-section of educators and
the public. had 10 lessons-to share with those who
might participate in upcoming conferences

Lesson #1 . We shared a number of concerns
about th e. state of teacher education and staff

development We,agreed, more on the rights and
wrongs of, present strategies than we had ex&cted
However. it took tune to develop h sense of trust and,
cohesion among ourselves
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Lesson #2. Explicating the variety of topics
relating to teacher education and staff development is
povble. Our problem's were riot so much in raising
isiues as m coalescing them It is easy to get
sidetraeked into educational formalisms. ideals. and
rhetoric Targeted quesuoning is needed to obtain
specifics

Lesson #3, We were*Just as Critical of ourselves

as of each other The persons speaking fronra
research(hackground wem critical about the
confribUtions of research. the persons speaking from
university schools of education were critical about
their performance., the persons spqkinif from a
publie,per'spective NA pre critical About fheinformation

held by the citizenry., the persons speakmg from
teaehei- organizations were critical about teachers
inVolveritent in theit OW, n education.

Lesson #4. Our general drscussions on,what
.should be done in teacher education and stafP
aevelopment suggested 'no insurmountable
contrAictions. There we're no dramatic differences in
our views of what quality teacher education and staff

- development would look Ilkje.

Lesson #5. bilferences on no singts issuo
Seemed.significant enoughto suggest that It will be'.
impossible to amve at-acceptable strategies for
reforming.teacher education andsraff development
There are enough significant issues to consider. with
a range of possible positions on each issue, to expect
that a nurhherof strategies can-be ageed upon Worn

variety of differing persOctivcs.

L essbn I#6. The variety df creative ideas raised

°§uggests a mimber of more effective solutions for
educating teachers ahd,developing educational staffs.
Although the intent of our discussioA was not to
brainstorm for new designs for teacher education. it'
became clear in our talks that there exist a number df
povvgful designs for consideratiqn. If more effort is
spenron.creating,new approaches to iducators'
tcaming and development. we are convinced that
more alternative's can be placed into discussion and
negotiation amoni our resPectkve organizations and

their constituencies

,
Lesson #7. We experienced more openness to.

'dpcusSion on teaeher education and staff
developmentz to irstening and hearing others' points

of view, and fd expressing one,'s skepticisM and
concern than we had expected. TO the extent that
chstussions c4n continue, then practical plans for'

' enlightened actions may be expected.

t Lesson #8. We fomid ujing a document as'a
ba.sis for chalogue heIRCd promote progress. Using a

C To-fanning document or report to help structpre
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meetings (in much the S'ame v.ay that a.lesson plan:
imposes structure on classroom teaching; can help
participants focus on the purpose and rationale for the

conferences.

Lesson #9. We drscovered that having4an
advisory panel take part in monitoring dialogue
among participants with conflicting viewpoints was .
beneficial. Since the panel members were
responsible for reaching eventual resolution in
plannog,an agenda.or revising a document. wide- .

ranging discussions were allowed to prvgresso

Lesson #10. We are more optimistic-about the
possibilities facollective action toward dic refoun
of teacher education and staff development after
hav ing experienced conflict during the conferences

than we were before

Recommendatidns

Our recommendations from these 'conference?
are as'straightforward as the lessons we learned fro%

participating. We recommend

that rhany more conferenceslocal. state.
and nationalbe convened among our
respective organizationsto carry on the
dialogue that we.hegan. Because each of us
emerged froM the meetings with our views
transformed and brc4dened.wc believe that.
until many otherg are enriched by similar
opportunities for wick-ranging cliScusions,
organizational and public policies are likely
io be shortsighted. limited, and ineffective

that all 20 challengr be ri:onsidered
simultaneously when cOnsidering any
proposals for reforrnmg teacher education a'hd

staff development.

that an overall structure And national
agreement adiing our resitctive
organizations be set., so that our efforts
toward reform may be coordinated. Refoft
of teacher eduanion and staff development is
a shared respo'niibility that will take
coordifiated efforts among teachers, teacher
.educators, educational researchers,
educational polioymakers, admmistrarors at
all levels, andour

Beyond these recomniendations, we defer to our
respective organizations to apply the imagfdtion
needed to master the challenges that face teacher

education.

s.

1,
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